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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

�[0001] The present invention relates to devices, methods and computer program products for facilitating alerting and
enhancing situational awareness near airport runways and taxiways, and in particular to devices, methods and computer
program products for generating situational awareness advisories and alerts as a function of a position of an installation
aircraft relative to airport runways and taxiways.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

�[0002] Runway incursions and taxiway transgressions are currently well recognized as major flight safety issues.
Runway incursions and taxiway transgressions usually involve an inappropriate entry to either or both of a taxiway and
a runway and potentially can result in unsafe separation from other aircraft or ground vehicles. As with any aviation
accident or incident, the causal chain of events leading to runway incursions and inappropriate taxiway transgressions
is complex. Current data show that these events include consequences such as: take-�off or landing from a taxiway;
take- �off and landing from an incorrect runway; turning onto an incorrect taxiway; unauthorized take-�off or landing; un-
authorized runway crossing or taxing across an active runway; failure to hold short of a runway prior to departure or
unauthorized runway entry; and unauthorized taxiing. Many occurrences of these events involve poor pilot approach or
on-�the- �ground situational awareness that has not been overcome by either current traffic controls or tower instructions.
Furthermore, existing "runway picker" algorithms are useless during taxi because they simply select the closest runway
endpoint.
�[0003] WO0038131A discloses a method and apparatus for automated runway selection for use by an airborne aircraft
during a landing phase of flight.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

�[0004] In a first aspect the invention consists in a computer program product for use with an aircraft, comprising: �

a computer-�usable medium having computer-�readable code embodied therein for configuring a computer processor,
the computer program product comprising:�

computer-�readable code configured to cause a computer processor to receive, while the aircraft is on the ground,
at intervals, samples of one or more instrument signals reporting updated aircraft position, ground speed and
orientation;
computer-�readable code configured to cause a computer processor to retrieve runway survey information cor-
responding to each of a plurality of runways from an on-�board database as a function of at least the updated
aircraft position information;
computer-�readable code configured to cause a computer processor to construct an augmented annunciation
envelope encompassing one or more of the plurality of runways individually as a function of the corresponding
runway survey information, the aircraft ground speed information and the aircraft orientation information; and
computer-�readable code configured to cause a computer processor to generate an airport situational awareness
advisory as a function of a coincidence of the updated aircraft position with the augmented annunciation envelope
encompassing one of the runways and an alignment of the updated aircraft orientation relative to a centerline
of the runway corresponding to the augmented annunciation envelope coincident with the updated aircraft
position.

�[0005] In a second aspect the invention consist in a runway awareness advisory apparatus for an aircraft, comprising:�

a database of runway survey data;
a processor structured for receiving while the aircraft is on the ground, samples of one or more signals reporting
aircraft state parameter data which includes ground speed and current heading and for retrieving runway survey
data corresponding to each of a plurality of runways from the database; and
one or more algorithms executable by the processor for:�

constructing a plurality of envelopes each surrounding an individual runway as a function of the runway survey
data, the current ground speed of the aircraft and the current heading of the aircraft, and
generating, as a function of one or more of the aircraft state parameter data, the retrieved runway survey data,
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and the constructed envelopes, one of a plurality of different runway awareness advisories.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

�[0006] The foregoing aspects and many of the attendant advantages of this invention will become more readily ap-
preciated as the same becomes better understood by reference to the following detailed description, when taken in
conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein: �

Figure 1 illustrates by example and without limitation an airport situational awareness apparatus for locating an
aircraft with respect to airport taxiways and runways and generating advisories for enhancing pilot situational aware-
ness;
Figures 2 through 5 illustrate exemplary augmented runway envelopes computed by one runway selection function
of the invention for determining a runway of interest as operated by the airport situational awareness apparatus of
Figure 1, wherein:�

Figure 2 illustrates exemplary augmented runway envelopes relative to two runways for an aircraft taxiing on
the ground and heading North at 8 knots,
Figure 3 illustrates exemplary augmented runway envelopes relative to the two runways shown in Figure 2 for
an aircraft taxiing on the ground and heading East at 8 knots,
Figure 4 illustrates exemplary augmented runway envelopes relative to the two runways shown in Figure 2 for
an aircraft taxiing on the ground and heading East at 36 knots, and
Figure 5 illustrates exemplary augmented runway envelopes relative to the two runways shown in Figure 2 for
an airborne aircraft on approach for landing;

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate together an alternative embodiment of runway selection operated by the airport situational
awareness apparatus for determining a runway of interest while the aircraft is on the ground, wherein: Figure 6
illustrates an augmented runway envelope called a "Bounding Box" according to an alternative an on-�ground runway
selection function of the invention for determining a runway of interest as operated by the airport situational awareness
apparatus of Figure 1, and
Figure 7 illustrates a Track Deviation function of the alternative on-�ground runway selection function embodied in
an exemplary logic diagram;
Figure 8 illustrates selectable vertical and horizontal extents of the annunciation envelopes of the invention;
Figures 9 and 10 illustrate by example an alternative advisory annunciation envelope for use during approach and
landing of the aircraft, wherein: �

Figure 9 is a profile view of the alternative annunciation envelope, and
Figure 10 is a plan view of the alternative annunciation envelope illustrated in Figure 9;

Figure 11 illustrates the algorithms of the invention as operated by the airport situational awareness apparatus of
the invention for providing advisory annunciation of runway identity upon approaching and entering runways on-
ground;
Figure 12 is a block diagram that illustrates one embodiment of a flare altitude monitor of the present invention;
Figure 13 is a generally self- �explanatory Table that illustrates formatting of a serial data stream for broadcasting
installation aircraft position and, optionally, velocity vector, information;
Figure 14 is an exemplary flow diagram that illustrates the invention embodied as a computer program product for
generating and annunciating the airport situational awareness advisories of the invention;
Figure 15 is an exemplary flow diagram that illustrates the invention embodied as a computer program product for
selecting or identifying a runway of interest;
Figure 16 is an exemplary flow diagram that illustrates the invention embodied as a computer program product for
generating flare altitude callouts of the invention; and
Figure 17 is an exemplary flow diagram that illustrates the present invention embodied as a computer program
product for indicating a current position of the installation aircraft relative to a selected airport, and optionally gen-
erating the airport situational awareness advisories of the invention as a function of potential conflicts.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

�[0007] The present invention is described more fully hereinafter with reference to the accompanying drawings, in
which preferred embodiments of the invention are shown. This invention is, however, embodied in many different equiv-
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alent forms and is not be construed as limited to the embodiments set forth herein; rather, these embodiments are
provided so that this disclosure will be thorough and complete, and will fully convey the scope of the invention to those
skilled in the art. Like numbers refer to like elements throughout.
�[0008] The present invention is an apparatus, method and computer program product for generating and annunciating
to the crew an aircraft advisory with respect to a position of the aircraft relative to airport taxiways and runways by
selecting a runway and determining a position and orientation of the aircraft relative to the taxiways and runways, both
on the ground during takeoff and landing, and providing pilot situational awareness of the airport taxiways and runways.
�[0009] According to a Runway Selection or Identification System (Runway Selection) portion of the invention, the
apparatus, method and computer program product determines the airport runway that the installation aircraft is most
likely to encounter, whether taxiing, preparing for take-�off, or approaching to land. According to one embodiment of the
invention, the Runway Selection algorithm constructs an envelope around the runway as a function of the installation
aircraft state parameters, including: ground speed, heading or track, and phase of flight.
�[0010] According to a Runway Awareness and Advisory System (RAAS) portion of the invention, the apparatus,
method and computer program product determines whether the installation aircraft is "on" a runway and when it will
cross a runway in order to facilitate advising and enhance pilot situational awareness of airport runways, without gen-
erating either incorrect determinations or excessive nuisance warnings.
�[0011] According to an Imminent Landing Situational Awareness (ILSA) portion of the invention, during landing the
apparatus, method and computer program product determines that the landing has not been completed within specified
conditions, and thereafter provides at a specified interval periodic altitude callouts to the nearest foot. Additionally, the
ILSA system portion of the of the invention provides runway distance remaining callouts once additional conditions are
satisfied.
�[0012] According to a Aircraft Position Situational Awareness System (APSAS) portion of the invention, the apparatus,
method and computer program product determines the position of the aircraft relative to the airport and reports the
position of the installation aircraft on a graphical depiction of the airport and its approaches. The apparatus, method and
computer program product optionally determines a motion vector of the installation aircraft and reports the information
on the graphical depiction. Furthermore, the APSAS portion of the invention is operated to generate an RF broadcast
of the own aircraft’s position and motion vector to other aircraft in the airport vicinity and receive RF broadcasts of
positions and motion vectors from other installation aircraft in the airport vicinity. Upon receipt of the other aircraft positions
and motion vectors, the APSAS portion of the invention is operated to determine potential conflicts in the occupation of
runways, and to annunciate the potential conflicts. Optionally, one or more of the other aircraft positions and motion
vectors are depicted on the graphical depiction of the airport and environs. The other aircraft positions and motion vectors
are depicted on the graphical depiction at least for aircraft having a position and motion vector that creates a potential
conflict with the own aircraft. According to another aspect of the invention, the RF communications utilized by the APSAS
portion of the invention overcome problems associated with the use of existing RF communication means, such as Mode
S transponder, "ADS-�B", or "UAT", for this function.
�[0013] The present invention is an apparatus, method and computer program product for determining location of an
aircraft with respect to airport taxiways and runways. The invention operates both on the ground during taxiing and take-
off and in the air during landing. The invention selects a runway, and when the is aircraft landing, provides as aural or
visual advisories, information about the aircraft’s position relative to the selected runway. This landing relative position
information is optionally transmitted to other aircraft at the facility, and relative position information about other aircraft
at the facility is optionally transmitted to the landing installation aircraft.
�[0014] When the aircraft is on the ground, the invention determines positional information relative to the taxiways and
runways to determine whether the aircraft is "on" a runway and when it will cross a runway. The relative position information
is used to facilitate advising and to enhance pilot situational awareness of airport runways, without generating either
incorrect determinations or excessive nuisance warnings. This on-�ground relative position information is optionally trans-
mitted to other aircraft at the facility, including currently landing aircraft, and relative position information about other
aircraft at the facility is optionally transmitted to the on- �ground installation aircraft.
�[0015] Figure 1 illustrates by example and without limitation an airport situational awareness apparatus for locating
an aircraft with respect to airport taxiways and runways and generating advisories for enhancing pilot situational aware-
ness. The apparatus of Figure 1 additionally transmits the aircraft’s position with respect to airport taxiways and runways,
along with a heading and ground speed vector, to other aircraft in the vicinity and receives the same information from
those other aircraft.
�[0016] The airport situational awareness apparatus of the invention includes, for example, a processor 10 hosting an
Input Processing functional Block 12 that is coupled to periodically sample real-�time electronic data signals representative
of one or more aircraft state parameters of interest, such as latitude and longitude position information; radio, GPS, or
barometric altitude; ground speed; track angle; gear setting; horizontal and vertical figures of merit; and one or more
other aircraft state parameters as may be of interest. Such data is available in different formats, including ARINC
Characteristic 429, ARINC Characteristic 575, analog, discrete, or an advanced digital format. The Input Processing
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Block 12 is structured to accept data in whatever format the installation aircraft provides. For example, the Input Processing
Block 12 is coupled to an aircraft data bus or another suitable means for providing real-�time electronic signal data source
of instrument signals reporting aircraft state parameter information.
�[0017] The navigation data may be obtained directly from the navigation system, which may include an inertial navi-
gation system (INS), a satellite navigation receiver such as a global position system (GPS) receiver, VLF/�OMEGA, Loran
C, VOR/DME or DME/DME, or from a Flight Management System (FMS).
�[0018] The Input Processing Block 12 then extracts and validates the aircraft state parameters of interest, and using
this information computes derived parameter values such as "in air" and "geometric altitude" which is a blended com-
bination of an instantaneous GPS altitude signal and the barometric altitude signal, as described by Johnson et al. in
U.S. Patent 6,216,064, entitled METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING ALTITUDE, issued on April 10,
2001, which is owned by the assignee of the present application and the entirety of which is incorporated herein by
reference.
�[0019] The extracted and derived aircraft state parameter values of interest as discussed herein are generated as
output signals to a Runway Selection Logic Processing functional Block 14 that is also coupled to receive runway
information as discussed herein from a searchable Airport Database 16 of stored airport information that includes data
on fixed obstacles (tower, buildings and hangars), taxiways and runways of interest, including: airport designator for
identifying airport; width and length values; positions of taxiways;� runway survey data, including runway center point,
runway centerline and both runway endpoints; Runway Position Quality information providing a gross estimate in nautical
miles of position uncertainty of runway and Quality Factor information providing fine estimate, for example in feet, of
position uncertainty of runway; a runway accuracy factor used by an aircraft locating and advising (Runway Awareness
and Advisory System - RAAS) portion of the airport situational awareness; runway elevation; runway true heading in
degrees for the end of runway, and runway designator angle based on assigned designation; glideslope angle in degrees
for an approach on either heading, i.e. from either end of the runway; runway designator; transition altitude in feet at the
runway location; and runway quality information and terrain quality data within a selected area surrounding the runway,
such as an area of about 15 miles, including highest and lowest elevations; and a survey accuracy factor. These and
other information of interest are present as internal signals for operation of the airport situational awareness apparatus
of the invention.
�[0020] Internal signals operated on by the algorithms of the Input Processing Block 12 for different portions of the
invention include: altitude ("GeoAlt," in the equations that follow); Ground Speed ("TAGndSpd"); In Air ("InAir’); Latitude
("TALatude"); Longitude ("TALngude"); and True Track ("TATruTrk").
�[0021] The Runway Selection Logic Processing Block 14 may include features of U.S. Patent 6,304,800, entitled
AUTOMATED RUNWAY SELECTION, issued to Yasuo Ishihara, et al. on October 16, 2001, which is owned by the
assignee of the present application and the entirety of which is incorporated herein by reference.
�[0022] However, in relation to the description of the various embodiments of the present invention provided in detail
below, it must be understood that aspects of the present invention can be used with any system that uses stored
information concerning runways for runway selection. As this disclosure is for illustrative purposes only, the scope of
the present invention should not be limited to the systems described below, as the concepts and designs described
below may be implemented in any type of system that uses runway information for runway selection.
�[0023] The Runway Selection Logic processing Block 14 also includes additional features and generates output signals
as described herein.
�[0024] The output signals generated by both the Input Processing Block 12 and the Runway Selection Logic Processing
Block 14 are inputs to an Advisory Condition Detection Processing functional Block 18 that operates logic for detecting,
as a function of these inputs, different conditions that result in the advisories of this invention. As a result of detecting
one or more of the different conditions discussed herein, the Advisory Condition Detection Processing Block 18 generates
output signals that stimulate an Aural Advising Processing functional Block 20 that includes processing for aural advisory
generation and prioritization and outputs an aural advisory signal to an audio device 22 such as a cockpit speaker,
headset or equivalent cockpit audio system.
�[0025] The aircraft locating and advising portion of the airport situational awareness apparatus of the invention op-
tionally includes a Visual Advising Processing functional Block 24 that generates video output signals to a cockpit display
device 26 that result in display either or both of textual and pictographic information indicative of status and advisories.
�[0026] Optional Communications Hardware 28 feeds data signals to an Other Aircraft Data Tracking Processing
functional Block 30. If present, this combination of Communications Hardware 28 and Processing Block 30 transmits
changes in the status of the installation aircraft to other aircraft in the vicinity; receives such transmissions from other
aircraft and tracks the received data; and supplies the received data to the Advisory Condition Detection Processing
Block 18 to support advisory generation.
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Runway Selection Logic

�[0027] According to one embodiment of the invention, the Runway Selection Logic Processing Block 14 operates the
runway selection function described in U.S. Patent 6,304,800 for determining a runway of interest. Accordingly, when
operated in conformity with U.S. Patent 6,304,800, the Runway Selection Logic Processing of block 14 operates a
computer program product for predicting which one of at least two candidate runways on which an aircraft is most likely
to land, such that data concerning the predicted runway may be used by ground proximity warning systems. The Runway
Selection Logic Processing Block 14 receives data pertaining to an aircraft and from the Runway Database 16 receives
data pertaining to at least two candidate runways in close proximity to the aircraft. Based on this data, the Runway
Selection Logic Processing Block 14 determines a reference deviation angle between the aircraft and each candidate
runway. This reference deviation angle may represent a bearing, track, or glideslope deviation angle between the aircraft
and each candidate runway. The Runway Selection Logic Processing Block 14 further evaluates each of the reference
deviation angles and predicts which of the candidate runways the aircraft is most likely to land. For example, according
to one embodiment of the runway selection function described in U.S. Patent 6,304,800, the Runway Selection Logic
Processing Block 14 compares the reference deviation angle value associated with each candidate runway to the
reference deviation angle associated with the other candidate runways. In another embodiment, the Runway Selection
Logic Processing Block 14 may compare the reference angle deviation value associated with each candidate runway
to an empirical likelihood model representing the likelihood that the aircraft is landing on the candidate runway based
on the reference deviation angle. In this embodiment, the Runway Selection Logic Processing Block 14 evaluates the
likelihood value generated for each candidate runway and predicts which runway the aircraft is most likely to land. In
another embodiment of the runway selection function described in U.S. Patent 6,304,800, the Runway Selection Logic
Processing Block 14 may predict the runway based on a combination of likelihood values for each candidate runway,
i.e., bearing, track, and glideslope likelihood.
�[0028] According to another embodiment of the invention, the Runway Selection Logic Processing Block 14 operates
one of the runway selection functions described herein.
�[0029] For example, according to one embodiment of the Runway Selection Logic determination for any runway is a
surrounding envelope that is augmented as a function of the installation aircraft’s heading and ground speed. The
augmentation function expands the runway envelope as a function of an aircraft direction vector having a magnitude
that includes a fixed amount, an amount proportional to the width of the runway, and an amount proportional to the
installation aircraft’s ground speed in excess of a threshold. The direction of the augmentation expansion is opposite to
the aircraft heading. The runway envelope is expanded by the augmentation function parallel to the runway such that
the augmented runway envelope always contains at least the actual runway extents.
�[0030] Figures 2 through 5 illustrate exemplary augmented RAAS runway envelopes computed by one alternative
runway selection function for determining a runway of interest as operated by the Runway Selection Logic Processing
Block 14. Accordingly, the runway selection function determines a runway envelope that at a minimum includes the
runway width and length extents with the runway envelope being further augmented as a function of the aircraft heading
and ground speed. The augmentation portion of the runway selection function is accordingly operated to adjust the
runway envelope relative to an augmentation expansion having an expansion magnitude that is a combination of a fixed
amount, an amount proportional to the width of the runway, and an amount proportional to the aircraft ground speed in
excess of a ground speed threshold. The runway envelope is adjusted by the amount of the augmentation expansion
in a direction opposite to the aircraft heading direction.
�[0031] According to one embodiment of the invention, the augmented RAAS runway envelope is constructed by
computing a Ground Speed Offset value that is an amount proportional to the aircraft ground speed. The Ground Speed
Offset is computed according to the formula: 

Augmented RAAS On Ground Runway Selection Envelope

�[0032] While the aircraft is on the ground the augmented RAAS runway envelope is computed according to the formulae: 
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where according to one exemplary embodiment of the invention, nominal input values are given by the following, but
may be selected to have different values: �

Width Offset = Width of Runway;
Fixed Offset = 25 feet;
Ground Speed Threshold =10 knots; and
Period of Prediction = 4 seconds.

�[0033] The resulting runway envelope has a shape and a relation to the runway centerline, both of which are dependent
upon the aircraft direction vector and aircraft ground speed in excess of a threshold ground speed, but are not necessarily
dependent on the aircraft location relative to the runway.
�[0034] Figure 2 illustrates exemplary augmented RAAS runway envelopes relative to four runways, RWY 16R/�34L
and RWY 11/29, for an aircraft on the ground and heading North at 8 knots. As illustrated, the length and width extents
of the two runways RWY 16R/�34L are represented by a pair of narrow, spaced apart lines with a centerline. The aug-
mentation portion of the runway selection function provides an augmented portion 32 of the runways RWY 16R/�34L that
is illustrated as dashed lines bordering the runway on all sides. The Ground Speed Offset value relative to runways
RWY 16R/ �34L is computed as described above using the aircraft speed of 8 knots. Augmentation Expansion Length is
computed as the above combination of Width Offset, Fixed Offset, Ground Speed Offset.
�[0035] The Augmentation Expansion Direction is aligned with the North- �South aligned runways RWY 16R/�34L, but is
opposite in direction to the North heading of the aircraft.
�[0036] The Box Width component of the augmented portion 32 is equal to the product of the cosine of the Aircraft
Heading less the Runway Heading times the Augmentation Expansion Length.
�[0037] The Box Length Component of the augmented portion 32 is equal to the product of the sine of the Aircraft
Heading (in degrees) less the Runway Heading (in degrees) times the Augmentation Expansion Length.
�[0038] The resulting runway envelope, represented here by the augmented portion 32, has a shape similar to but
larger than the actual runway outline that is aligned to the runway centerline and is offset relative to runways RWY 16R/
34L in the Augmentation Expansion Direction.
�[0039] The length and width extents of the two crosswise runways RWY 11/29 are illustrated as a single thick solid
line that includes its centerline. The augmentation portion of the runway selection function provides an augmented portion
34 of the runways RWY 11/29 that is illustrated as thin solid lines bordering the runways on the south side and both
ends. The Ground Speed Offset value relative to runways RWY 11/29 is computed as described above using the aircraft
speed of 8 knots. Augmentation Expansion Length is computed as the above combination of Width Offset, Fixed Offset,
Ground Speed Offset; where Width Offset is nominally equal to the actual width of the runway but maybe selected
differently.
�[0040] The Augmentation Expansion Direction is again South opposite in direction to the North heading of the aircraft
and therefore crosswise to north-�west by south-�east direction of runways RWY 11/29.
�[0041] The Box Width component of the augmented portion 34 is equal to the product of the cosine of the Aircraft
Heading less the Runway Heading times the Augmentation Expansion Length.
�[0042] The Box Length Component of the augmented portion 34 is equal to the product of the sine of the Aircraft
Heading less the Runway Heading times the Augmentation Expansion Length.
�[0043] The resulting runway envelope, represented here by the augmented portion 34, has a shape that is similar to
but larger than the actual runway outline and is offset relative to runways RWY 11/29 in the Augmentation Expansion
Direction.
�[0044] Figure 3 illustrates exemplary augmented RAAS runway envelopes relative to the four runways shown in Figure
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2, RWY 16R/ �34L and RWY 11/29, for an aircraft on the ground but on an East heading at 8 knots. The augmentation
portion of the runway selection function provides an augmented portion 36 of the runways RWY 16R/ �34L that is again
illustrated as dashed lines bordering the runway on all sides. The Ground Speed Offset value relative to runways RWY
16R/�34L is computed as described above again using the aircraft speed of 8 knots. Augmentation Expansion Length is
again computed as the above combination of Width Offset, Fixed Offset, Ground Speed Offset. The Augmentation
Expansion Direction is oriented across the North-�South runways RWY 16R/�34L opposite in direction to the East heading
of the aircraft. The Box Width component of the augmented portion 36 is equal to the product of the cosine of the Aircraft
Heading less the Runway Heading times the Augmentation Expansion Length. The Box Length Component of the
augmented portion 36 is equal to the product of the sine of the Aircraft Heading less the Runway Heading times the
Augmentation Expansion Length. The resulting runway envelope, represented here by the augmented portion 36, has
a shape similar to but larger than the actual runway outline that is offset in the Augmentation Expansion Direction relative
to the runway centerline but is substantially aligned relative to the North-�South length extents of runways RWY 16R/ �34L.
�[0045] The augmentation portion of the runway selection function provides an augmented portion 38 of the runways
RWY 11/29 that is illustrated as thin solid lines bordering the runway on the eastward side and end. The Ground Speed
Offset value relative to runways RWY 11 /29 is computed as described above again using the aircraft speed of 8 knots.
Augmentation Expansion Length is computed as the above combination of Width Offset, Fixed Offset, Ground Speed
Offset. The Augmentation Expansion Direction is opposite in direction to the East heading of the aircraft and therefore
crosswise to NW by SE runways RWY 11/29. The Box Width component of the augmented portion 38 is equal to the
product of the cosine of the Aircraft Heading less the Runway Heading times the Augmentation Expansion Length. The
Box Length Component of the augmented portion 38 is equal to the product of the sine of the Aircraft Heading less the
Runway Heading times the Augmentation Expansion Length. The resulting runway envelope, represented here by the
augmented portion 38, has a shape that is similar to but larger than the actual runway outline and is offset relative to
runways RWY 11/29 in the Augmentation Expansion Direction.
�[0046] Figure 4 also illustrates exemplary augmented RAAS runway envelopes relative to the four runways shown in
Figure 2, RWY 16R/�34L and RWY 11/29, but for an aircraft on the ground heading East at 36 knots. The augmentation
portion of the runway selection function provides an augmented portion 40 of the runways RWY 16R/ �34L that is again
illustrated as dashed lines bordering the runway on all sides. The Ground Speed Offset value relative to runways RWY
16R/�34L is computed as described above using the greater aircraft speed of 36 knots. Augmentation Expansion Length
is again computed as the above combination of Width Offset, Fixed Offset, Ground Speed Offset. The Augmentation
Expansion Length is longer than in the examples of Figures 2 and 3 because of the greater aircraft ground speed. The
Augmentation Expansion Direction is again aligned across the North-�South runways RWY 16R/ �34L in opposite direction
to the East heading of the aircraft. The Box Width component of the augmented portion 40 is equal to the product of the
cosine of the Aircraft Heading less the Runway Heading times the Augmentation Expansion Length. The Box Width
component is larger than in the examples of Figures 2 and 3 because of the greater aircraft speed. The Box Length
Component of the augmented portion 40 is equal to the product of the sine of the Aircraft Heading less the Runway
Heading times the Augmentation Expansion Length. The resulting runway envelope, represented here by the augmented
portion 40, has a shape similar to but larger than the actual runway outline that is offset in the West Augmentation
Expansion Direction relative to the runway centerline, but is aligned relative to the North-�South length extents of runways
RWY 16R/ �34L.
�[0047] The augmentation portion of the runway selection function provides an augmented portion 42 of the two runways
RWY 11/29 that is illustrated as thin solid lines bordering the runway on the eastward side and end. The Ground Speed
Offset value relative to runways RWY 11/29 is computed as described above using the greater aircraft speed of 36
knots. Augmentation Expansion Length is computed as the above combination of Width Offset, Fixed Offset, Ground
Speed Offset. The Augmentation Expansion Direction is opposite in direction to the East heading of the aircraft and
therefore crosswise to NW by SE direction of runways RWY 11/29. The Box Width component of the augmented portion
42 is equal to the product of the cosine of the Aircraft Heading less the Runway Heading times the Augmentation
Expansion Length. The Box Length Component of the augmented portion 42 is equal to the product of the sine of the
Aircraft Heading less the Runway Heading times the Augmentation Expansion Length. The resulting runway envelope,
represented here by the augmented portion 42, has a shape that is similar to but larger than the actual runway outline
and is offset relative to runways RWY 11/29 in the West Augmentation Expansion Direction.
�[0048] Figure 5 illustrates the Runway Selection Logic of the invention as operated by the Runway Selection Logic
Processing Block 14 for determining an exemplary augmented RAAS runway of interest for an airborne aircraft on
approach. This embodiment of the Runway Selection Logic of the invention operates a novel algorithm for determining
a runway envelope that at a minimum includes the runway width and length extents with the runway envelope being
further augmented as a function of the aircraft heading and ground speed.
�[0049] By example and without limitation, for an aircraft on approach, the Box Width is a function of a width multiplier
times the width of the runway of interest. The Box Width is further augmented by the Box Width Component if the Box
Width Component is a positive value, i.e, if including the Box Width Component increases the Box Width value. Box
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Width is thus given by:
�[0050] Box Width = Kwidth * Width + Positive Box Width Component.
�[0051] Similarly, the Box Length is a function of a length multiplier times the length of the runway of interest. The Box
Length is further augmented by the Box Length Component if the Box Length Component is a positive value, i.e. if
including the Box Length Component increases the Box Length value. Box Length is thus given by:
�[0052] Box Length = Klength * Length + Positive Box Length Component.
�[0053] According to one embodiment of the invention, the inputs to the Runway Selection Logic for an aircraft on
approach are given by the following but may be selected to have different values:�

Box Width Component = 250 feet;
Box Length Component = 1.8 nautical miles;
Kwidth = Lwidth = 0.5; and

�[0054] Width Offset, Fixed Offset, Ground Speed Threshold, and Period of Prediction have the values given herein.
�[0055] The Box Length Component of the Runway Selection Logic of the invention thus generates, as part of the
augmented RAAS runway annunciation envelope 44 respective volumes of airspace 48, 50, at the end of the runway
for aircraft on approach. Similar volumes of airspace 52, 54 are generated by the augmented RAAS runway annunciation
envelope 46.
�[0056] Alternatively, the Box Length Component of the RAAS advisory annunciation envelope for an airborne aircraft
on approach is computed as a function of the aircraft ground speed.
�[0057] In Figure 5 exemplary augmented RAAS runway envelopes are illustrated for an airborne aircraft on approach
relative to the four runways, RWY 16R/�34L and RWY 11/29. The length and width extents of the two runways RWY
16R/�34L are again illustrated as a pair of narrow, spaced apart lines with a centerline and beginning and ending extents.
The augmentation portion of the runway selection function provides an augmented portion 44 of the runways RWY 16R/
34L that is illustrated as dashed lines bordering the runway on the long sides only. The Box Width value relative to
runways RWY 16R/�34L is computed as described above. Box Length is computed as described above. The Box Width
and Box Length values for the second two runways RWY 11/29 are similarly computed according to the algorithm and
result in an augmented portion 46 that is illustrated as thin solid lines bordering the runway on the long sides only.
�[0058] The resulting augmented runway envelopes, represented here by the augmented portions 44 and 46, have
shapes that are similar to but wider and much longer than the actual runway outlines. The resulting runway envelopes
are aligned with the four runways RWY 16R/ �34L and RWY 11 /29 and extend beyond the ends of the runways in both
directions.
�[0059] Accordingly, when the aircraft is within the augmented RAAS runway envelope for a runway, the Runway
Selection Logic selects the runway, determines the identification of the selected runway, and provides a signal repre-
sentative of the runway identity.

Alternate Embodiment of Runway Selection Logic

�[0060] Figures 6 and 7 illustrate an alternative embodiment of the Runway Selection Logic that is provided for operation
by the Runway Selection Logic Processing Block 14 for determining the runway of interest while the aircraft is on the
ground. This alternative embodiment of the Runway Selection Logic includes a novel algorithm for scanning an existing
array of 2, 4, 24 or more closest runways and selecting the one runway currently being approached or entered. The
algorithm for scanning the array of closest runways and selecting the runway being approached or entered includes
three components. One component of the algorithm is a function for computation of an envelope 80 called a "Bounding
Box" that is illustrated in Figure 6. The envelope or Bounding Box function uses two opposing runway endpoints, EP1
and EP2, of a runway for defining a line segment representing the length along the runway centerline 82. The runway
width relative to this line segment, i.e. the runway centerline 82, is stored as runway information in a database of runway
information, such as the Airport Database 16 shown in Figure 1. A pair quality factors QF1 and QF2 defining the estimated
position uncertainty of the endpoints EP1, EP2 are also stored as runway information in the database. The Bounding
Box function uses these data for defining two rectangles, as shown in Figure 6. An inner rectangle 84 is defined by the
width and length of the runway, and the outer rectangle is the Bounding Box 80 as defined by the width and length of
the runway enlarged by the quality factors QF1 and QF2, respectively. The quality factors QF1 and QF2 are optionally
constants selected to be substantially identical.
�[0061] A second component of the algorithm for scanning the array of closest runways and selecting the runway is a
"Velocity Lead Term" computation function. Rather than trigger on aircraft current position, which can introduce unde-
sirable system lags, the Velocity Lead Term is computed from Ground Speed and True Track data as position of the
aircraft a short time into the future. For example, the Velocity Lead Term is computed as the position of the aircraft a
few seconds, e.g. 2-3 seconds, into the future. The Velocity Lead Term is thus present to provide the flight crew sufficient
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time to respond to an indication that the runway has been selected.
�[0062] A third component of the algorithm for scanning the array of closest runways and selecting the runway is a
"Track Deviation" function that is used to reduce false or nuisance callouts while taxiing on a taxiway parallel to a runway.
The Track Deviation function is operated by the processor 10 to select a parallel runway only under two conditions: if
the aircraft current position is within the inner rectangle 84 shown in Figure 6, i.e. the actual boundary of the runway;
and if the angle between the aircraft track and the runway centerline is greater than a selected angle, commonly referred
to as "right angle intersection." According to one embodiment of the invention, the selected right angle intersection is
about 15 degrees. When the aircraft’s ground speed falls below a threshold speed, such as 5 knots, the second right
angle intersection term drops out and is neither computed nor used to control operation of the Track Deviation function.
�[0063] Figure 7 illustrates the Track Deviation function of the alternative on-�ground Runway Selection Logic embodied
in an exemplary logic diagram 90. According to the Track Deviation function as illustrated in Figure 7, for each entry in
the array of two or more closest runways, an "On Runway (local)" term is computed and output.
�[0064] Accordingly, the "On Runway (local)" is TRUE for all runways that satisfy the following criteria: (1) the absolute
value of the aircraft altitude or "Height Above Runway" is less than a selected value that indicates the aircraft is on the
ground, such as 300 feet; (2) the aircraft current position is within the inner boundary of the runway 80, shown in Figure
6, as determined by: (a) the absolute value of a Cross Track Distance relative to the inner boundary of the runway 80
is less than a pre-�selected Position Uncertainty Constant (K); (b) if an Along Track Distance relative to the inner boundary
of the runway 80 is less than a minimum value, such as 0 nautical miles (where the along-�track distance is a signed
number that positive on approach to the runway threshold and negative between the two endpoints of runway and having
a maximum negative value at the midpoint of the runway so that a minimum value of 0 nautical miles indicates that the
aircraft has crossed the threshold onto the runway), and the absolute value of the Along Track Distance is also less than
half of the runway length; and (c) the Along Track Distance is less than the pre-�selected Position Uncertainty Constant
(K); and (3) the angle between the aircraft track and the runway centerline 82 is greater than the right angle intersection,
as determined by the True Track Deviation, i.e. the selected right angle intersection, being between limits selected to
indicate approximate parallelism with the runway 80 and the runway centerline 82, such as +/-�15 degrees. For all entries
where "On Runway (local)" is TRUE, this alternative on-�ground Runway Selection Logic modifies its output as a function
of the number of runway entries marked. Therefore, if no entries are marked, an "OnRwyTaxi" flag is FALSE, else TRUE.
If rather exactly one entry is marked, that one entry is selected as the taxi runway (TRwy). However, if multiple entries
are marked, the entry having the smallest track deviation in absolute magnitude is selected.
�[0065] Data published by the Track Deviation function for the Taxi Runway includes: Along Track Distance to Taxi
Runway, Cross Track Distance to Taxi, Taxi Runway True Track Deviation Runway, Taxi Airport Designator, Taxi Runway
Designator as the angle and character (if any), Taxi Runway Half-�Length, Taxi Runway, Taxi Runway Heading, and
Taxi Runway Elevation from the Airport Database 16 with the units shown in feet.

Advisory Condition Detection and Annunciation

�[0066] The Advisory Condition Detection Processing functional Block 18, shown in Figure 1, operates logic for detecting
different conditions that result in situational awareness advisories. The Advisory Condition Detection processing is further
broken down into several different advising systems, including the Runway Awareness and Advisory System (RAAS)
of the invention, the Aircraft Position Situational Awareness System (APSAS) of the invention, and the Imminent Landing
Situational Awareness (ILSA) of the invention.

Runway Awareness and Advisory System (RAAS)

Approaching Runway Awareness Call-�out and Display

�[0067] Landing and take-�off from the incorrect runway currently account for approximately 15 percent of runway
incursions. The apparatus, method and computer program product of the Runway Awareness and Advisory System
(RAAS) portion of the invention addresses these problems by providing advisory annunciations as described herein to
enhance pilot situational awareness. For landing and on-�ground aircraft, the RAAS constructs advisory annunciation
envelopes within which the situational awareness annunciations are announced are described herein and illustrated by
example in Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5. The envelope 80 or Bounding Box illustrated by example in Figure 6 is alternatively
used in operation of the RAAS portion of the invention.
�[0068] The RAAS generates only three situational awareness advisories in a normal course of events: a runway
approach advisory is annunciated during approach, an approaching runway advisory is annunciated when the aircraft
approaches a runway during taxiing on the ground, and an entering runway advisory is annunciated when the aircraft
enters a runway on the ground. Other advisories may be annunciated under conditions described herein.
�[0069] The apparatus, method and computer program product of the Runway Awareness and Advising System (RAAS)
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portion of the invention addresses this problem of landing on the incorrect runway by providing one or both of an aural
and a visual annunciation of the runway that the aircraft is aligned with during the approach. This annunciation enhances
pilot situational awareness much in the same way as current altitude call-�outs on final approach.
�[0070] The pilot interface for the RAAS approaching runway annunciation is nominally provided as an aural advisory
call-�out announced over the cockpit speaker system, such as the cockpit audio device 22 shown in Figure 1. For example,
one embodiment of a RAAS advisory annunciation for the approaching runway is given as, "Approaching runway XXX,"
or "Approaching XXX," where "XXX" is the runway designator. Either in addition to or as an alternative to the aural
annunciation, a visual annunciation of the approaching runway advisory is provided on a display surface located within
the flight deck, such as the cockpit display device 26 shown in Figure 1. For example, the text "RWY XXX," or "Approaching
RWY XXX" is provided on the cockpit display device 26.
�[0071] The approaching runway annunciation is initiated only after the runway selection algorithm has established the
most likely landing runway, determined that the aircraft has entered into the volume of airspace at the end of the runway
established by the RAAS annunciation envelope, and determined that the aircraft is in the approach phase of flight.
�[0072] Accordingly, the algorithms of the invention are operated as a function of determining: an aircraft state, i.e.
current position and angular orientation; a current phase of flight; and a position of the most likely landing runway.
�[0073] Current aircraft position is determined by the use of navigation aids, such as GPS, to obtain current latitude
and longitude. Current track or heading serves as aircraft orientation. Phase of flight determination uses aircraft sensor
inputs such as: gear positions which is optionally used to determine if the aircraft is in approach/ �landing configuration;
height above destination airfield which can be determined using corrected barometric altitude and airfield elevation; and
distance from destination airfield or the selected runway.
�[0074] Alternatively, the invention uses the output of a ground proximity warning system. Such systems have been
developed that evaluate the proximity of the aircraft to an airport and the flight altitude of the aircraft above the runway
to determine if the aircraft is entering a landing procedure. For example, U.S. Patent 5,839,080, entitled TERRAIN
AWARENESS SYSTEM, which is assigned to the assignee of the present application, the entire contents of which are
incorporated herein by reference, describes a ground proximity warning system that provides several advantages as it
does not require the monitoring of landing gears and flaps, but instead monitors the positional relationship between the
airport and the aircraft. The ground proximity warning system monitors the altitude of the aircraft in relation to the runway
closest to the aircraft. If the aircraft approaches the runway within a predetermined distance range and within a prede-
termined altitude range, the ground proximity warning system determines that the aircraft is entering a landing procedure.
During the landing procedure, the ground proximity warning system creates a terrain floor surrounding the runway. As
detailed in U.S. Patent 5,839,080, the terrain floor represents minimum altitudes required by the aircraft at certain
distances from the runway in order to safely approach the runway according to conventional landing procedures. Addi-
tionally, the terrain floor includes an area immediately adjacent to the runway where the alarms of the ground proximity
warning system are not generated, such that the ground proximity warning system does not generate nuisance alarms
during the final approach of the aircraft to the runway.
�[0075] According to one embodiment of the invention, when the aircraft is in approach mode, a search algorithm
establishes the position of the most likely landing runway as a function of the current aircraft position and the runway
information retrieved from the Airport Database 16, shown in Figure 1.
�[0076] As described in Figure 5, the RAAS annunciation envelope 44 establishes a volume of airspace relative to the
end of the selected runway, for example, runway RWY 16R/�34L. During approach and landing, the RAAS portion of the
Runway Selection Logic establishes the runway selection by determining that the aircraft track or heading align with the
runway centerline within a pre-�selected angle for a sufficiently long period to establish that the aircraft is aligned with
the runway. The alignment factor helps to establish that the aircraft is approaching the runway, rather than turning through
an angle that momentarily coincides the runway. For example, if the aircraft track or heading align with the runway
centerline within about � 15 degrees to about � 20 degrees for a selected period, the Runway Selection Logic establishes
that the aircraft is approaching the runway for landing. After the runway selection algorithm has established the most
likely landing runway, determined that the aircraft has entered into the volume of airspace at the end of the runway
established by the RAAS annunciation envelope, and determined that the aircraft is in the approach phase of flight, an
approaching runway annunciation is initiated. The RAAS advisory annunciation on approach is suppressed until all three
conditions are satisfied. According to one embodiment of the invention, the RAAS continues to suppress the approach
advisory annunciation until an additional minimum height above runway condition is satisfied. The minimum height above
runway condition establishes a vertical limit above the runway above which the runway approach advisory annunciation
is suppressed. This additional minimum height above runway condition goes to establishing that the aircraft is landing,
rather than over-�flying the runway.
�[0077] The minimum height above runway condition is optionally included as a factor in the RAAS annunciation
envelope generated according to Figures 2-5, whereby a vertical limit above the runway is established for the augmented
volume of airspace surrounding the runway.
�[0078] Figure 8 illustrates by example and without limitation an optional selectable vertical height above runway
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limitation for the RAAS annunciation envelope to establish approach and landing of the aircraft. Figure 8 illustrates
selectable vertical and horizontal extents of the annunciation envelopes illustrated in Figures 2-5 and the alternative
annunciation envelopes illustrated in Figures 9 and 10. After the runway selection algorithm has determined that the
three conditions for initiating an approaching runway annunciation have been satisfied, the aircraft is in the approach
phase of flight, has established the most likely landing runway, and has the runway approach annunciation envelope is
generated at an appropriate point in the approach. The runway approach annunciation envelope is the volume of airspace
generated relative to the end of the runway. The approaching runway annunciation is initiated upon entry of the aircraft
into that envelope.
�[0079] The RAAS advisory annunciation envelope for an airborne aircraft on approach is also suppressed until the
aircraft is within the lengthwise extent Y of the augmented RAAS runway envelope as given by the Box Length Component,
as shown in Figures 8 and discussed herein. Alternatively, the lengthwise extent Y of the augmented RAAS runway
envelope for an airborne aircraft on approach is computed as a function of the aircraft ground speed.
�[0080] The minimum height above runway condition is established according to vertical extents of the annunciation
envelope 100 having an upper height, UP, above the selected runway such that the aircraft 102 is reasonably expected
to land, rather than over-�flying the airport. For example, the RAAS advisory annunciations are suppressed for an aircraft
above a reasonable height above the runway, the upper height having by example a nominal value of about 700 to 800
feet above the selected runway elevation.
�[0081] The vertical extents of the RAAS advisory annunciation envelope 100 are limited to lower height, LOW, relative
to the selected runway such that the RAAS advisory call-�outs do not interfere with other aural advisories during critical
phases of landing. By example and without limitation, the RAAS advisory annunciations are suppressed for heights
below 300 feet above the selected runway elevation so that the RAAS advisories do not interfere with normal Height
Above Field call-�outs.
�[0082] For the same reasons, the RAAS advisory annunciation envelope 100 include a suppression zone having upper
and lower vertical extents, SUP and SLOW, above and below a normal intermediary Height Above Field call-�out. For
example, the upper and lower vertical extents, SUP and SLOW, are selected to avoid interference with either a 400 foot
Height Above Field call-�out or a normal 500 foot Height Above Field call-�out. By example and without limitation, the
upper and lower vertical extents of the suppression zone are nominally selected as 550 feet and 450 feet, respectively,
above the selected runway elevation so as to not interfere with a normal 500 foot Height Above Field call-�out. Alternatively,
the upper and lower vertical extents of the suppression zone are nominally selected as 450 feet and 350 feet, respectively,
above the selected runway elevation so as to not interfere with a 400 foot Height Above Field call- �out.
�[0083] Optionally, one or more of the vertical extents of the RAAS advisory annunciation envelope 100 are disabled
so as to not interfere with normal Height Above Field call-�outs.
�[0084] Figures 9 and 10 illustrate by example an alternative RAAS advisory annunciation envelope 200 for use during
approach and landing of the aircraft. After the runway selection algorithm has determined that the aircraft is in the
approach phase of flight and has established the most likely landing runway, the runway approach annunciation envelope
200 is generated at an appropriate point in the approach. The annunciation envelope 200 is a volume of airspace
generated relative to the end of the runway. An approaching runway annunciation is initiated upon entry of the aircraft
into that envelope.
�[0085] Figure 9 is a profile view of the alternative annunciation envelope 200 generated according to one embodiment
of the invention. The annunciation envelope 200 includes upper and lower glide paths 202 and 204, respectively, defined
by respective upper and lower angular limits, ΦUP and ΦLO, that ensure the aircraft 206 is within an operationally
acceptable range of glides slopes. For example, a very shallow glide slope in the range of 1 degree can increase collision
risk close to the ground. Nominal upper and lower glide path angular limits are about 15 degrees and 2 degrees,
respectively. In cases of premature descent on approach the lower limit is also compatible with protection provided by
known terrain awareness and warning systems, such as the Enhanced Ground Proximity Warning System® (EGPWS)
available from Honeywell International, Incorporated of Redmond, Washington, that provide terrain avoidance protection
for aircraft in the en-�route and terminal environments.
�[0086] Terrain avoidance protection always has priority over the runway annunciation advisories generated by the
present invention. For example, near the runway, the runway approach annunciation envelope of the invention is mod-
ulated by a surface A-�B-�C that accounts for uncertainties, such as onboard instrument errors, errors associated runway
survey data, and other uncertainties, by inhibiting annunciation if the aircraft is within the surface A- �B-�C. The inhibiting
surface A-�B-�C is extended beyond the end of the most likely landing runway 208 along the approach path by a length
extension, XLE, having by example a nominal value of 0.5 miles. The inhibiting surface A-�B-�C is extended above and
below the surface of runway 208 by a vertical margin, ZVM, having by example a nominal value of about 100 feet. The
annunciation envelope 200 is generated having a vertical limit, Z, that is selected having a elevation such as the "Height
Above Field" or radio altitude. The vertical limit Z determines the vertical elevation below which the runway annunciation
function is active. According to one embodiment of the invention, a nominal value for the vertical limit Z is by example
five hundred feet Radio Altitude.
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�[0087] Horizontal limits, XUP and XLO, for the respective upper and lower glide paths 202, 204 are calculated according
to: 

where: Φ is ΦUP and ΦLO for respective upper and lower glide paths 202, 204.
�[0088] The glide path angular limits, horizontal limits, vertical limit, vertical margin and length extension describe the
profile of the annunciation envelope.
�[0089] Figure 10 is a plan view of the alternative annunciation envelope 200 described in Figure 9. The annunciation
envelope is described in plan view by a horizontal limit X having by example a nominal value the same as the limit XLO
selected for the lower glide path 204, as illustrated in Figure 9, and an angle β subtended between an extended runway
centerline, CL, and each edge, 210a and 210b, of envelope 200. According to one embodiment of the invention, the
angle β is by example nominally about 15 degrees.
�[0090] An inhibiting surface D-�E-�F provides modulation of the plan view envelope for reasons similar to those discussed
for the surface A- �B-�C in connection with the profile view illustrated in Figure 9. The inhibiting surface D-�E-�F is extended
beyond the end of the most likely landing runway 208 along the approach path by the length extension, XLE, shown in
Figure 9 and having by example a nominal value of 0.5 miles. The inhibiting surface D-�E-�F is extended on either side
of the runway 208 by a horizontal margin, YML, that is referenced to the runway centerline CL. According to one embod-
iment of the invention, the horizontal margin YML is a constant having by example a nominal value of about 50 feet.
�[0091] The height above runway suppression zones described in Figure 8 for the RAAS advisory annunciation envelope
are optionally applied to the annunciation envelope 200 described in Figures 9 and 10.

On-�Ground Runway Awareness and Advisory System (RAAS)

�[0092] In a normal course of events, the Runway Awareness and Advisory System (RAAS) of the invention are also
are operated for determining an aircraft’s position relative to taxiways and runways during taxiing on the ground. The
RAAS thereby provide situational awareness advisories that facilitate advising and enhance pilot airport situational
awareness during taxiing, without generating either incorrect determinations or excessive nuisance warnings. The RAAS
algorithms determine when the aircraft will cross a runway and whether the aircraft is "on" the runway. Accordingly, in
a normal course of events the RAAS provides both an on-�ground approaching runway advisory and an on-�ground
entering runway advisory. The on-�ground approaching runway advisory is annunciated when the aircraft approaches a
runway during taxiing, and the on-�ground entering runway advisory is annunciated when the aircraft enters a runway
during taxiing.
�[0093] For example, the RAAS determines that the aircraft will cross a runway and provides the on-�ground runway
approach advisory, "Approaching runway XXX," or "Approaching XXX," where "XXX" is the runway designator. In another
example, the RAAS determines that the aircraft is "on" the runway and provides the on-�ground runway entry advisory,
"On runway XXX," or "On XXX," where "XXX" is again the runway designator. The RAAS portion of the invention thus
provides only advisories, rather than warnings. The advisories are distinguished from warnings in that advisories provide
only airport situational awareness information; they do not require any action on the part of the pilot or flight crew.

Imminent Taxiway Take-�Off Annunciation

�[0094] A number of runway incursions have arisen as a result of inadvertent take- �off on a taxiway. In most of these
instances poor pilot situational awareness was a major factor, especially in situations where the taxiway was parallel to
the runway. Accordingly, the apparatus, method and computer program product of the invention is operated to provide
the flight crew with one or both of an aural advisory call-�out and a visual annunciation of an imminent taxiway take-�off.
This latter problem is addressed by the apparatus, method and computer program product of the invention for determining
location of an aircraft with respect to airport taxiways and runways as a function of the runway selection logic described
herein, and in particular to the RAAS advisory annunciation envelopes described herein.
�[0095] As described herein, the RAAS advisory annunciation algorithms of the invention that provide this added pilot
awareness of aircraft location with respect to taxiways and runways are operated as a function of aircraft latitude and
longitude position information; aircraft groundspeed and aircraft heading; and pertinent runway data, such as position
of runway ends and heading, as retrieved from the on-�board searchable Airport Database 16 of taxiway and runway
information.
�[0096] The Annunciation Criteria may vary depending upon the specific implementation of the advising algorithm
operated by the Advisory Condition Detection Processing Block 18 (shown in Figure 1). However nominally, unless the
aircraft is both on a runway and aligned with it, and groundspeed is greater than a threshold ground speed, by example
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nominally selected as about 40-60 knots, on-�ground advisories are presented to the pilot, as described herein, as either
or both of an aural and a visual advisory.
�[0097] The pilot interface is nominally provided as an aural advisory call-�out announced over the cockpit speaker
system, such as the cockpit audio device 22 shown in Figure 1. For example, one embodiment of an aural advisory call-
out for a taxiway take- �off annunciation is the advisory, "On taxiway, on taxiway." Either in addition to or as an alternative
to the aural annunciation, a visual annunciation of the "On taxiway" advisory is provided on a display surface located
within the flight deck, such as the cockpit display device 26 shown in Figure 1.
�[0098] Accurate survey data as regards airport taxiways are unavailable or prohibitively expensive. The Airport Da-
tabase 16 therefore may lack complete and accurate taxiway survey data. For at least these reasons, the RAAS advisory
annunciation algorithms optionally designates as taxiway all airport terrain that is not identified as runway in the Airport
Database 16. Therefore, the RAAS advisory annunciation algorithms result in an on-�taxiway advisory during operation
of the aircraft that satisfies the groundspeed conditions, unless the Runway Selection algorithms determine the aircraft
is both on a designated runway and aligned with it.

Runway Entry Broadcast / Advisory

�[0099] Figure 11 illustrates the algorithms of the RAAS portion of the invention as operated by the Aural/�Visual Advisory
Condition Detection Processing function of the invention to provide the crew aural and optional visual annunciation of
runway identity upon approaching and entering a runway on-�ground. The illustration shown in Figure 11 is a technology
demonstrator that provides exemplary illustrations of trigger points for the functions of the RAAS portion of the invention
for locating an aircraft with respect to airport taxiways and runways and generating advisories for enhancing pilot situ-
ational awareness.
�[0100] By example and without limitation, Figure 11 illustrates a path 300 of an on-�ground aircraft 302 entering a
taxiway 304 and traveling along it toward the runways RWY 16/34, designated here by reference numeral 306. As
discussed herein, accurate survey data as regards airport taxiways may not be contained in the Airport Database 16 so
that the RAAS advisory annunciation algorithms optionally designates as taxiway all airport terrain that is not otherwise
identified as runway. Therefore, the RAAS advisory annunciation algorithms assume the aircraft to be on taxiway, unless
the Runway Selection algorithms determine the aircraft is both on a designated runway and aligned with it.
�[0101] According to the invention, the Input Processing functional Block 12 is receiving real- �time electronic data signals
representative of one or more aircraft state parameters of interest. The Input Processing functional Block 12 of the
invention accordingly extracts and derives values of such aircraft state parameters of interest as latitude, longitude, radio
or barometric altitude, ground speed, track angle, gear setting, horizontal and vertical figures of merit, and one or more
other aircraft state parameters as may be of interest for generating the RAAS situational awareness advisories of the
invention.
�[0102] The extracted and derived parameter values are output to the Runway Selection Logic which is operated for
retrieving relevant runway information from the database 16 of airport information and for determining that the aircraft
is on the ground and taxiing in taxiway area 304 toward and eventually reaching the runways RWY 16/34. From the time
the aircraft enters taxiway 304 until it reaches a runway the RAAS portion of the Advisory Condition Detection Processing
function receives and monitors the pertinent data as described herein. If the data indicate an imminent taxiway take- �off,
the Advisory Condition Detection Processing function generates a warning to that effect, as described herein. In such
instance, the RAAS portion of the Aural/ �Visual Advisory Processing function determines priority of the imminent taxiway
take- �off condition advisory, and if the advisory takes precedence, as described herein announces the advisory on over
one or both the pilot interfaces described herein, i.e. the cockpit audio device 22 and the flight deck display surface 26.
For example, one embodiment the advisory announcement of the invention for an imminent taxiway take-�off annunciation
is the advisory, "On taxiway, on taxiway."
�[0103] Once the RAAS portion of the Runway Selection Logic function determines, as a function of updated real-�time
electronic data signals representative of one or more aircraft state parameters of interest and relevant runway information
retrieved from the database of runway information, that the aircraft is leaving the taxiway for the runways RWY 16/34,
and outputs an appropriate signal to the Advisory Condition Detection Processing function, the Advisory Condition
Detection Processing function of the invention generates an advisory to that effect, as described herein. The Aural/ �Visual
Advisory Processing function determines priority of the runway encounter advisory, and according to precedence, an-
nounces the advisory as described herein. According to one embodiment of the invention,� the runway encounter advisory
announcement is, "Approaching one six," or alternatively "Crossing one six."
�[0104] The runway encounter advisory is triggered by entry of the aircraft into the augmented envelope surrounding
the runway. Because the envelope is augmented as a function of aircraft ground speed, a rapidly moving aircraft receives
the advisory earlier than a relatively slowly moving aircraft.
�[0105] When the aircraft satisfies two conditions: that it encounters the runway centerline within pre- �selected limits,
and that the aircraft is aligned with the runway centerline within a pre- �selected angle for a pre-�selected minimum time
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period, the Advisory Condition Detection Processing function generates an advisory to that effect, as described herein.
The Aural/�Visual Advisory Processing function determines priority of the runway entry advisory, and according to prec-
edence, announces the runway entry advisory as described herein. According to one embodiment of the invention, the
runway entry advisory announcement is, "On runway one six."
�[0106] Under some circumstances the aircraft 302 is required to hold in position on the runway before being cleared
for take- �off. For example, the runway is in use by another aircraft. According to one embodiment of the invention,
Extended Holding On Runway advisories are annunciated, whereby the runway entry advisory announcement is repeated
after a selected period of silence. Thus, if the aircraft remains in position on the runway within pre- �selected along-�track
distance limits, for example about 100 feet, for a selectable time period. The time period by which an extended hold is
determined can be configured for 60, 90, 120, 180, 240, or 300 seconds By example the time period for determining an
extended hold is set nominally at about 90 seconds after which time period the runway entry advisory announcement
is repeated. For example, the runway entry advisory announcement is repeated twice as, "On runway, on runway," or
alternatively, "On runway one six, on runway one six."
�[0107] Additional runway entry advisories are optionally announced at selectable periods after the first reminder if the
aircraft continues to remains in position on the runway. For example, the runway entry advisories are announced at
periods nominally selected as 2 minutes and 5 minutes. Given this additional situational awareness information, the
flight crew is made aware of the length of the hold and can query the tower as to the delay.
�[0108] Extended Holding On Runway advisories are suppressed after an Aborted or Rejected Takeoff is detected. A
Rejected Takeoff is detected when the aircraft ground speed falls by a selected amount below the maximum ground
speed attained, for example, unless the ground speed falls by about 7 knots below the maximum ground speed attained.
�[0109] The Extended Holding On Runway advisory is reset when the aircraft leaves the runway.
�[0110] If the aircraft 302 continues along the runways RWY 16/34 and encounters crossing runways RWY 11/29,
designated herein by reference numeral 308, the Runway Selection Logic function retrieves from the Airport Database
16 the identification of runways RWY 11/29 and outputs an appropriate signal to the Advisory Condition Detection
Processing function which generates an advisory to that effect, as described herein. The Aural/�Visual Advisory Processing
function determines priority of the runway crossing advisory, and according to precedence, announces the advisory as
described herein. According to one embodiment of the invention, the advisory announcement is, "Crossing runway two
nine."
�[0111] If the aircraft path 300 turns onto runways RWY 11/29 as determined by the Advisory Condition Detection
Processing function, i.e., satisfying the conditions as described herein, an appropriate entry signal is generated and
output to the Aural/�Visual Advisory Processing function. In turn, the Aural/�Visual Advisory Processing function determines
precedence of the advisory, and if appropriate, announces the advisory as described herein. According to one embod-
iment of the invention, the advisory announcement is, "Entering runway one one," or "On runway one one."
�[0112] If the aircraft path 300 alternatively remains on the runways RWY 16/34 as determined by the Advisory Condition
Detection Processing function, the Advisory Condition Detection Processing function generates and outputs an appro-
priate signal to the Aural/�Visual Advisory Processing function. According to one embodiment of the invention, in such
instance the Aural/ �Visual Advisory Processing function makes no advisory announcement. Under such circumstance,
the Aural/�Visual Advisory Processing function need not determine priority of an advisory and precedence over other
possible advisories and alerts. Alternatively, the Advisory Condition Detection Processing function generates a blank
advisory and outputs an appropriate signal, and the Aural/�Visual Advisory Processing function operates as with any
other advisory condition.
�[0113] If the aircraft path 300 eventually leaves the runways RWY 11/29 as determined by the Advisory Condition
Detection Processing function, the Advisory Condition Detection Processing function, as described herein, it optionally
generates and outputs an appropriate exit signal to the Aural/ �Visual Advisory Processing function. In turn, the Aural/
Visual Advisory Processing function determines precedence of the advisory, and if appropriate, announces the advisory
as described herein. According to one embodiment of the invention, the advisory announcement is, "Leaving runway
one six."
�[0114] The RAAS algorithms identify the runway approached or entered by aircraft position relative to the runway
location retrieved from the Airport Database 16. However, if the aircraft instead taxies on a path 310 such that the aircraft
approaches an intersection between two runways such that a level of uncertainty exists as to which of runways RWY
11/29 and runways RWY 16/34 is being approached, according to one embodiment of the invention, a generic RAAS
advisory annunciation for the approaching runway is given as, "Approaching runways." Similarly, if the aircraft path 310
approaches runways RWY 16/34 at the midpoint such that a level of uncertainty exists as to whether runway RWY 16
or RWY 34 is being approached, the generic RAAS advisory annunciation for the approaching runway, "Approaching
runways," is given.
�[0115] Runway designation for entry at the midpoint is determined by the RAAS algorithms as a function of the direction
or heading the aircraft establishes relative to the runway direction. If the aircraft heading becomes aligned with runway
RWY 16 within the algorithm’s angle and time period parameters, the runway entry advisory announcement is, is given
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for runway RWY 16 as, "On runway one six," or "On one six right." If instead the aircraft heading becomes aligned with
runway RWY 34 within the algorithm’s angle and time period parameters, the runway entry advisory announcement is,
is given for runway RWY 34 as, "Entering runway three four," or "On runway three four."
�[0116] The RAAS generates only the three situational awareness advisories described above in a normal course of
events: the runway approach advisory during landing, and on-�ground advisories: the approaching runway advisory, and
entering runway advisory.

Wrong Runway Annunciation

�[0117] Under special conditions other situational awareness advisories may be annunciated, such as a short or "wrong"
runway take-�off advisory. Numerous runway incursion have involved take- �off from an incorrect or wrong runway. In
several known cases,� the runway was significantly shorter than the range of field lengths required for safe operation of
the aircraft involved. The system described herein addresses this latter problem by providing the flight crew with an
advisory call-�out of a short or wrong runway take- �off.
�[0118] As described herein, the algorithms of the invention that provide this added pilot awareness of aircraft location
with respect to taxiways and runways are operated as a function of current aircraft position according to GPS latitude
and longitude, aircraft heading, and length of the current runway. In additional, the algorithm also utilizes a predetermined
nominal take-�off field length for the particular aircraft category.
�[0119] Annunciation criteria may vary depending upon the specific implementation of the RAAS portion of the invention.
However nominally, the advising algorithm operated by the Advisory Condition Detection Processing Block 18 (shown
in Figure 1) initially establishes whether the aircraft is on and lined-�up with a runway, as discussed herein. The runway
distance or length remaining is computed as a function of the current position of the aircraft on the runway and knowledge
of runway length. Runway length remaining is compared with the nominal take-�off field length required for take-�off. If
runway length remaining is less than the nominal take-�off field length required, a short, i.e. wrong, runway annunciation
is provided to the pilot as an aural advisory call-�out announced over the cockpit speaker system, such as the cockpit
audio device 22 shown in Figure 1. For example, one embodiment of an aural advisory call-�out for a taxiway take- �off
annunciation is the advisory, "Short Runway".
�[0120] Either in addition to or as an alternative to the aural annunciation, a visual annunciation of the "Short Runway"
advisory is provided on a display surface located within the flight deck, such as the cockpit display device 26 shown in
Figure 1.
�[0121] According to the one embodiment, the apparatus, method and computer program product of the invention
include means for generating a RAAS available runway advisory representative of the runway length available for landing.
Accordingly, the apparatus, method and computer- �readable program code of the invention access the database 16 of
airport information and retrieve the stored parameters of the selected runway; determine the position of the installation
aircraft relative to one or both of the runway endpoints; compute the remaining runway distance available for landing;
and generate the available runway advisory accordingly. Optionally, the RAAS available runway advisory is generated
as a function of the aircraft category, whereby the runway length available for landing is compared with a nominal runway
landing length specified for the installation aircraft category. The RAAS available runway advisory is generated if the
nominal runway landing length specified for the installation aircraft category exceeds the runway length available for
landing. According to one embodiment of the invention, the RAAS available runway advisory generation is suppressed,
unless the nominal runway landing length specified for the installation aircraft category exceeds the runway length
available for landing.
�[0122] According to one embodiment, the apparatus, method and computer program product of the invention include
means for generating and annunciating advisories that report a length of runway remaining before the end of the runway
in selectable increments, by example and without limitation increments of 1000 feet or 300 meters, after the installation
aircraft passes a midpoint in the length of the selected runway. The invention also includes means for generating
advisories that report a plurality of remaining runway lengths before the end of the runway, such as remaining runway
lengths of 500 feet and 100 feet.

Imminent Landing Situational Awareness (ILSA)

�[0123] Imminent Landing Situational Awareness (ILSA) is another airport situational awareness program that is op-
tionally operated in combination with the RAAS during landing phase of flight. During the last sequence of the landing,
there is a need for increased situational awareness of the aircraft altitude and the remaining runway distance.
�[0124] According to the ILSA system portion of the present invention, the apparatus, method and computer program
product of the invention are operated for enhancing the pilot’s awareness of the aircraft position and altitude during
operations in airspace near the airport and on the runway. Accordingly, the ILSA system provides a flare altitude monitor
that determines that the landing has not been completed within specified conditions, and thereafter provides at a specified
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interval periodic altitude callouts to the nearest foot. Additionally, the ILSA system portion of the of the invention provides
runway distance remaining callouts once additional conditions are satisfied.
�[0125] The ILSA system portion of the of the invention utilizes the aircraft’s radio altimeter to provide flare callouts
when one or more "gates" and their respective timeouts are satisfied. According to one embodiment of the invention, a
first gate is triggered when the aircraft descends below a first altitude HHIGH with a first timeout period THIGH. For example,
the first altitude may be 20 feet with a timeout of 10 seconds. A second gate is triggered when the aircraft descends
below a second altitude HLOW that is lower than the first altitude HHIGH with a second timeout period TLOW. For example,
the second lower altitude may be 10 feet with a second timeout of 6 seconds. The flare callouts are repeated at regular
intervals, for example every 4 seconds. Flare callouts are locked-�out under circumstances that indicate one of: the aircraft
slowing to below a minimum threshold speed; the aircraft altitude rising above a minimum threshold altitude HRESET that
indicates a go-�around; or the aircraft altitude falls below a maximum threshold altitude that indicates it is on the ground.
For example, if the aircraft ground speed falls below a minimum threshold speed of about 60 knots, the flare callouts
are locked out. If the altitude (AGL) rises above a minimum threshold altitude of about 100 feet, a go- �around is indicated
and the flare callouts are locked out. If the altitude is at or below a maximum threshold altitude that indicates it is on the
ground, the flare callouts are locked out. The maximum threshold altitude that must be satisfied may be set above ground
level to allow for radio altitude errors. For example, the maximum threshold altitude may be set at about 1 foot above
ground level.
�[0126] The remaining runway distance aspect of the ILSA system portion of the of the invention utilizes the GPS
position information, runway information retrieved from the Airport Database 16, and optionally, heading information
retrieved from a suitable source of aircraft information, to compute the position of the aircraft relative to the end of the
runway. According to the remaining runway distance aspect of the ILSA system, when the aircraft position is determined
to be past the center point of the runway and a callout point is reached, an appropriate callout is annunciated. The callout
points are selected to advise the flight crew of the decreasing length of runway remaining. By example and without
limitation, the callout points are selected to be at 3000, 2000, 1000, and 500 feet of remaining runway length. The runway
remaining callouts are locked out under specified conditions such that nuisance warnings are reduced or eliminated.
Accordingly, the callouts are locked out after a first annunciation, or if the aircraft ground speed falls below a selected
safe threshold, by example nominally selected as about 40 to 60 knots.

Flare Altitude Monitor Advisory

�[0127] The ILSA system flare altitude monitor provides an aural indication to the flight crew during the flare just before
landing to help alleviate potential situational awareness errors such as: landing long, landing short, bouncing, landing
hard, and go-�around. The ILSA system flare altitude monitor aurally informs the flight crew of the aircraft’s current altitude
after the trigger condition has been satisfied. The monitor repeats the aural altitude advisories at regular intervals until
the aircraft has either landed or a go- �around occurs.
�[0128] Figure 12 is a block diagram that illustrates one embodiment of the ILSA system flare altitude monitor of the
present invention. Figure 12 illustrates the warning algorithms of the ILSA system flare altitude monitor 350, including
the gates HHICH and HLOW and their respective timeouts THIGH and TLOW. The altitude signal is provided, by example
and without limitation, as a radio altitude signal provided as an output of the well-�known Mode 6 portion of a Ground
Proximity Warning System (GPWS) or Enhanced Ground Proximity Warning System (EGPWS). The flare callout lock-
outs are provided as described above by: comparing the aircraft altitude rate to a threshold altitude rate HRESET that
indicates a go- �around. For example, the ILSA uses a simple compare of altitude rate to a reasonable threshold altitude
rate, for example 300 fpm, which is ANDed into the reset logic to suppress flare callouts during a go- �around. The flare
callout lock-�outs are also provided by comparing the aircraft altitude to a maximum threshold altitude that indicates it is
on the ground (input signal InAir shown as FALSE).
�[0129] One of the callout lock- �outs for the remaining runway distance aspect of the ILSA system is provided as
described above by: a determination that the annunciation was already given once, shown as a VOICE GIVEN signal
that is output at the end of the message annunciation (EOM) so that messages do not overlap. The remaining runway
distance callouts are optionally locked-�out if the aircraft ground speed falls below a selected safe threshold when com-
pared to a threshold speed.
�[0130] The warning algorithms are further defined by a quantity of additional conditions that are processed at a minimum
sampling rate given, by example and without limitation, as ten times per second. A Flare Altitude Monitor Voice Advisory
is TRUE if the following conditions exist: a Flare Altitude Monitor High Enable is TRUE, or a Flare Altitude Monitor Low
Enable is TRUE and a Flare Altitude Monitor Repeat is FALSE. A Flare Altitude Monitor Voice Request is set TRUE
when the Flare Altitude Monitor Voice Advisory transitions from FALSE to TRUE. The Flare Altitude Monitor Voice
Request is set FALSE when any of the following conditions are satisfied: a Flare Altitude Monitor Voice has been given
(end of message); Power-�Up is TRUE; and a Flare Altitude Monitor Reset is TRUE. The Flare Altitude Monitor Repeat
is set TRUE when Flare Altitude Monitor Voice Advisory transitions from FALSE to TRUE. The Flare Altitude Monitor
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Repeat is set FALSE when the Flare Altitude Monitor Voice Advisory has been FALSE for a selected period of time,
having a default value nominally selected as 5 seconds. The Flare Altitude Monitor Voice is set continuously re-�computed
and updated from the Mode 6 Radio Altitude while the Flare Altitude Monitor Voice Request is active. Flare Altitude
Monitor Reset Latch is set TRUE under conditions where either the Mode 6 Radio Altitude Valid is FALSE, or the InAir
Valid is FALSE. Flare Altitude Monitor Reset Latch is set FALSE if all of the following conditions exist: the Mode 6 Radio
Altitude Valid is TRUE; the Mode 6 Radio Altitude is greater than a selected maximum height above the runway, the
maximum height having a default value nominally selected as 100 feet; and the InAir Valid is TRUE. The Flare Altitude
Monitor Reset is TRUE if either the Flare Altitude Monitor Reset Latch is TRUE, or the Mode 6 Radio Altitude is greater
than the default maximum height. A Flare Altitude Monitor High Trigger is set TRUE if the Mode 6 Radio Altitude is less
than a selected minimum height above the runway, the minimum height having a default value nominally selected as
20 feet. The Flare Altitude Monitor High Trigger is set FALSE if the Flare Altitude Monitor Reset is TRUE. The Flare
Altitude Monitor High Enable is set TRUE if the Flare Altitude Monitor High Trigger is TRUE for more than a selected
minimum time period having a default value nominally selected as 15 seconds. A Flare Altitude Monitor Low Trigger is
set TRUE if the Mode 6 Radio Altitude is less than a selected minimum height above the runway, the minimum height
having a default value nominally selected as 10 feet. The Flare Altitude Monitor Low Trigger is set FALSE if the Flare
Altitude Monitor Reset is TRUE. A Flare Altitude Monitor Low Enable is set TRUE if the Flare Altitude Monitor Low Trigger
is TRUE for more than a selected maximum period of time, having a default value nominally selected as 5 seconds.

Aircraft Position Situational Awareness System (APSAS)

�[0131] According to one embodiment of the invention, data is optionally output to and received from other aircraft. The
function of the invention for determining location of an aircraft with respect to airport taxiways and runways provides the
crew with either or both of aural and visual annunciation of information indicating as appropriate that: a runway being
approached or entered is occupied by another vehicle or other airport equipment; a runway being approached or entered
is being vacated by other vehicle; and another vehicle is approaching or entering a runway currently occupied by the
installation aircraft.
�[0132] The Aircraft Position Situational Awareness System (APSAS) portion of the invention is operated by the Process-
ing Block 30, shown in Figure 1, to determine the position of the aircraft relative to the airport and reports the position
of the installation aircraft on a graphical depiction of the airport and its approaches that is displayed on a display surface
located within the flight deck, such as the cockpit display device 26 shown in Figure 1.
�[0133] Under conditions whereby the installation aircraft may be affected by on-�ground and other traffic in the airport
vicinity, the APSAS of the invention is operated to improve situational awareness of the installation aircraft relative to
the airport and its environs. Accordingly, the APSAS of the invention is operated under circumstances where initial
conditions indicate that the aircraft is on the ground at the airport, or landing or taking- �off from the airport.
�[0134] The APSAS apparatus, method and computer program product of the invention initially and periodically retrieves
up-�dated extracted and derived aircraft state parameter values of interest, as described herein, including aircraft altitude,
GPS position, heading, ground speed information, and other information of interest useful for determining a current
phase of flight. If as a function of the aircraft state parameter values the aircraft is determined to satisfy conditions that
indicate that it is either on the ground at the airport, or landing or taking- �off from the airport, the APSAS is made operational
for reporting a position and velocity vector of the installation aircraft relative to an airport of interest, i.e. the local airport.
�[0135] The APSAS apparatus, method and computer program product of the invention queries the Airport Database
16 for survey information describing the taxiway, runway and fixed obstacle layout of the airport of interest, i.e. the local
airport, and retrieve the survey information if available. Using this survey information the APSAS develops a graphical
depiction of the airport of interest and its approaches and outputs a video signal representative of the graphical depiction
to the cockpit display device 26. Alternatively, the graphical depiction of the airport is stored in the Airport Database 16
and retrieved therefrom. The APSAS periodically retrieves up- �dated extracted and derived aircraft state parameter
values, as described herein, including aircraft altitude, GPS position, heading, ground speed and ground speed infor-
mation, and flap and gear position information or other information relative to the current phase of flight. The APSAS
periodically outputs the up-�dated extracted and derived aircraft state parameter values to the cockpit display device 26
as video signals representative of an aircraft position and heading vector relative to the graphical depiction of the airport.
The APSAS plots the up-�dated position and heading vector over the graphical depiction of the airport. The up-�to- �date
aircraft position and velocity vector information relative to the airport and its environs are thereby available at a glance
for enhancing the airport situational awareness of the pilot and flight crew.
�[0136] According to one embodiment of the invention, the APSAS periodically broadcasts the up- �to-�date aircraft
position and velocity vector information and changes in the status of the installation aircraft to other aircraft in the vicinity
by RF broadcast via on- �board communications hardware 28, and periodically receives such broadcasts from other
installation aircraft in the vicinity using a short range, low power local band that limits the range of the broadcast to the
airport and its immediate environs. Ground-�based repeaters are optionally employed in area of severe signal attenuation
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such as areas shielded by terrain or by fixed obstacles such as hangers. This broadcast of aircraft position and velocity
vector information is conceptually similar to existing RF communication functions such as Mode S transponder, or the
evolving Automatic Dependent Surveillance (ADS, or "ADS-�B") concepts including "UAT," but in practice it differs sig-
nificantly in that the APSAS broadcast includes specialized RF characteristics and is designed to solve a different
problem. Existing ADS data could be used to augment some parts of the APSAS broadcast of the current invention, but
is insufficient to solve the problem at least because these other existing RF communication systems are typically disabled
on the ground to reduce or limit frequency congestion which precludes relying on the data for on-�ground runway conflict
detection. These other existing RF communication systems (with the exclusion of UAT) are relatively expensive, which
in practice excludes their application to small aircraft, trucks, and fixed obstacles, which are many times at the root of
real-�world accidents that the present invention addresses. These other existing RF communication systems fail to in-
corporate at least some of the flag bits, e.g., OnRwy, Crossing, and M/T flag shown in Figure 13, used to enable the
APSAS advisories. These other existing RF communication systems by design utilize a relatively high-�power broadcast.
Even if all these identified problems were addressed, the resulting larger RF communication system for practicing the
APSAS invention would fail at busy airports because of frequency congestion. Reducing the transmit power would make
them useless to their existing purposes. These other existing RF communication systems differ from the APSAS RF
communications system by necessity because they solve different problems.
�[0137] The APSAS broadcast information is optionally limited to GPS position information with the velocity vectors of
other aircraft being computed by the APSAS algorithm as a function of changes in the received position information over
time. The Other Aircraft Data Tracking Processing functional Block 30 of the APSAS tracks the received data and supplies
it to the Advisory Condition Detection Processing Block 18 for plotting on the display device 26 over the graphical
depiction of the airport, and to support advisory generation.
�[0138] The Advisory Condition Detection Processing Block 18 of the APSAS apparatus, method and computer program
product receives either the up- �to-�date position and velocity vector information of other aircraft at the airport or in its
immediate vicinity, or receives only the other aircraft position information. In the latter case, the Advisory Condition
Detection Processing computes the other aircraft velocity vectors as a function of changes in the other aircraft position
information over time. Alternatively, airport equipment, such as baggage carriers, fire trucks, and construction equipment,
are equipped with a version of the airport situational awareness apparatus of the invention for broadcasting position
information, including maximum height above runway information, so that installation aircraft operating on and around
the airport are cognizant of the location of such hazards.
�[0139] The Advisory Condition Detection Processing compares the own aircraft position and velocity vector with the
positions and velocity vectors of other aircraft at the airport and in the vicinity, and determines potential conflicts using
basic physics equations embodied in either well- �known software programs or proprietary programs. If one or more
potential conflict between the own aircraft and one or more other aircraft is determined, the Advisory Condition Detection
Processing Block 18 generates an advisory to annunciate the potential conflict or conflicts. The Advisory Condition
Detection Processing Block 18 generates output signals that stimulate the Aural Advisory Processing functional Block
20 that includes processing for aural advisory generation and prioritization and outputs an aural advisory signal to a
cockpit audio device 22. According to another embodiment of the invention, the Advisory Condition Detection Processing
Block 18 generates output signals that stimulate the Visual Advisory Processing functional Block 24 that includes process-
ing for video advisory generation and prioritization and generates video output signals to the cockpit display device 26
that result in display of either or both of textual and pictographic information indicative of the potential conflict or conflicts.
�[0140] The optional Other Aircraft Data Tracking Processing Block 30 shown in Figure 1 is thus coupled to exchange
in real- �time changes in aircraft position and velocity status information via the Communications Hardware Processing
Block 28 between the installation aircraft and other aircraft in the vicinity, if any. According to one embodiment, the
Advisory Condition Detection Processing Block 18 output data are sent to a RS-�232 I/O channel. An external circuit
converts the serial data stream to Tone Modulation, which is broadcast over a short-�range UHF FM radio represented
by the Communications Hardware Processing Block 28. Broadcasts from other aircraft are received by the same radio,
run through an inverse circuit, and received by the computer hosting at least the Advisory Condition Detection Processing
Block 18 as a RS-�232 data stream.
�[0141] The overall amount of radio traffic processed by any given station is minimized by the RF band and transmit
power being carefully chosen to limit the average distance of reception. Three factors drive such minimization. All traffic
use the same RF frequency to minimize the complexity of the radio, minimize cost, and eliminates the need for crew
intervention, i.e. tuning. A simple radio will have a low bit rate (300 to 1200 baud) because of the very narrow allocated
bandwidth. Also, the number of transmitters will increase, on average, as the square of the reception distance. If a given
message is 190 bit times, plus 50 to 100 ms of set-�up time to clear squelch and Automatic Gain Control (AGC), the on-
air time is 210 to 730 ms per message. Assuming a landing rate of 60 aircraft per hour per runway, and a worst-�case
runway density of 6 aircraft in a 3-�mile radius, basic message traffic could be as high as two (entry/�exit) every 10 seconds.
With a 15-�mile reception radius, the runway count increases to 12 and the on-�air time increases to 2.5 seconds per
message. If message time is on the order of 0.5 to 1 second, and conflicts require an exchange of messages to resolve,
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the reception radius needs to be small enough to allow 4 to 5 seconds per message.

Data Formatting

�[0142] Figure 13 shows a generally self-�explanatory Table 400 that illustrates formatting of the serial data stream.
According to one embodiment of the invention, an Aircraft ID 1st byte 402 (2 places) employs six-�bit character encoding
= (’ch’, clamp to 0x20..�0X5F)- �0x20. Runway heading 404 = 01 to 36, as a function of assigned ID rather than magnetic
heading. Runway ID 406 is formatted as: 00 = no char, 01 = Left, 02 = Center, 03 = Right. Altitude 408 is computed
according to: 

Ground speed 410 is computed according to: 

Track 412 is computed according to: 

Latitude, LSB 414 (2 places) employs 24- �bit fixed point real encoding = (long)�(rVal / SCL), SCL =�(180.0 / �(1 <<23)).
Check Byte 416 indicates that no transmission errors occurred when the sum of all 19 bytes in packet equal zero.

Computer Program Product

�[0143] In addition to being practiced as apparatus and methods, the present invention is also practiced as a computer
program product for generating and annunciating the airport situational awareness advisories of the invention.
�[0144] According to one embodiment of the invention, the airport situational awareness system of the invention is
embodied in a computer program product for operation on an on-�board processor, such as the processor 10 shown in
Figure 1. Accordingly, the computer program product includes a plurality of machine instructions that are retrieved and
operated by the processor 10 for enabling the airport situational awareness system of the invention.
�[0145] With reference to Figure 1, the computer program product of the invention includes a computer-�readable storage
medium 32 readable by a medium reader 34, the computer-�readable program code means being embodied in the storage
medium 32. The medium reader 34 is coupled to the to the processor 10 via a memory device 36. Optionally, the
computer-�readable storage medium may be part of a memory device 36 for reading by the processor 10. The processor
10 of the present invention implements the computer-�readable program code means for receiving sources of instrument
signals reporting aircraft parameter state information and airport database information, and in response generating a
plurality of airport situational awareness advisories, as described herein.
�[0146] Figure 14 is a flow diagram 500 that illustrates by example and without limitation the invention embodied as a
computer program product for generating and annunciating the airport situational awareness advisories. Accordingly,
the computer program product includes computer-�readable program code means for operating the portions of the in-
vention Runway Selection 510, the Runway Awareness and Advisory System (RAAS) 520, the Imminent Landing Situ-
ational Awareness (ILSA) 530, and the Aircraft Position Situational Awareness System (APSAS) 540, as described herein.

Figure 15: Runway Selection 5 10

�[0147] The computer-�readable program code means for generating and annunciating the airport situational awareness
advisories of the invention includes a first computer-�readable program code means for selecting or identifying a runway
at an airport that the installation aircraft is most likely to encounter. The runway selection or identifying computer-�readable
program means includes:�

a computer-�readable program code means for receiving one or more instrument signals reporting a plurality of
aircraft state parameters of interest, including position, orientation (a function of heading or track), altitude, ground
speed, and phase of flight, including optionally computer-�readable program code means for validating the information;
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a computer- �readable program code means for retrieving stored database information reporting a plurality of airport
runway and taxiway (if available) information as a function of at least the position and orientation aircraft state
parameters, including optionally computer-�readable program code means for validating the information;
a computer- �readable program code means for determining a plurality of airport runways nearest the current position
of the installation aircraft;
a computer-�readable program code means for constructing a runway envelope surrounding each of the airport
runways; and
a computer-�readable program code means for determining the presence of the aircraft within one of the runway
envelopes, for example, by comparing at least the aircraft position and orientation state parameters with each of
the runway envelopes and determining coincidence of the position information with the runway envelope, and
optionally alignment of the orientation information with a centerline of the runway within a pre-�selected angular range.

�[0148] According to one embodiment of the invention, the computer- �readable program code means for constructing
an envelope surrounding the airport runways includes computer- �readable program code means for augmenting the
envelope beyond the fixed runway dimensions as a function of an augmentation expansion having a magnitude that
includes a fixed amount, an amount proportional to the width of the runway, and an amount proportional to the installation
aircraft’s ground speed in excess of a threshold. The computer- �readable program code means for augmenting the
envelope includes computer- �readable program code means for computing the direction of the augmentation expansion
as opposite to the aircraft heading or track. The computer-�readable program code means for augmenting the envelope
includes computer- �readable program code means for computing the augmentation expansion length according to the
Augmentation Expansion Length formula discussed herein. The computer-�readable program code means for augmenting
the envelope includes computer-�readable program code means for computing the envelope’s with and length according
to the Box Width Component and Box Length Component, respectively, as discussed herein.
�[0149] According to an alternative embodiment of the invention, the computer- �readable program code means for
constructing an envelope surrounding the airport runways relative to aircraft on the ground includes computer-�readable
program code means for augmenting the envelope beyond the fixed runway dimensions as a function of one or more
quality factors that provide distance amounts by which the width and length of the runway are enlarged.
�[0150] According to another alternative embodiment of the invention, the computer- �readable program code means
for constructing an envelope surrounding the airport runways relative to aircraft on approach for landing optionally
includes computer- �readable program code means for generating upper and lower glide paths relative to the end of the
runway, and optionally includes computer-�readable program code means for generating vertical and horizontal extensions
by which the runway is augmented.

Runway Awareness and Advisory System (RAAS) 520

�[0151] Returning to Figure 14, the computer-�readable program code means for generating and annunciating the airport
situational awareness advisories of the invention includes a second computer-�readable program code means for gen-
erating and annunciating the airport situational awareness advisories of the invention as a function of coincidence of the
installation aircraft with the an envelope constructed around the selected runway according to the first computer- �readable
program code means for selecting or identifying a runway at an airport that the installation aircraft is most likely to
encounter. The second computer-�readable program code means for generating and annunciating the airport situational
awareness advisories of the invention includes:�

a computer-�readable program code means for receiving information from the first computer- �readable program means
identifying the selected runway, including a position and orientation of the selected runway and the envelope con-
structed around the selected runway;
a computer- �readable program code means for receiving current aircraft state information, including current altitude,
ground speed, position, angular orientation, and phase of flight of the installation aircraft, wherein ground speed is
optionally determined by computer-�readable program code means for computing ground speed as a function of
changes in current position with respect to time;
a computer-�readable program code means for determining a coincidence of the installation aircraft with the selected
runway by determining each of: a coincidence of the position of the installation aircraft with the envelope constructed
around the selected runway, and an orientation of the installation aircraft with the selected runway; and
a computer-�readable program code means for generating a RAAS advisory annunciation relative to the selected
runway as a function of: the current position and alignment of the installation aircraft with the selected runway, and
the current phase of flight of the installation aircraft.

�[0152] The computer-�readable program code means for determining coincidence of the position of the installation
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aircraft with the envelope constructed around the selected runway includes computer-�readable program code means
for determining coincidence of a current latitude and longitude position of the installation aircraft with computed current
latitude and longitude extents of the constructed envelope.
�[0153] The computer-�readable program code means for determining an orientation of the installation aircraft with the
selected runway includes computer- �readable program code means for determining an alignment of the installation aircraft
with the selected runway within a selected angular limit of alignment. According to one embodiment of the invention, the
computer-�readable program code means for determining an alignment of the installation aircraft with the selected runway
within a selected angular limit of alignment includes computer-�readable program code means for determining alignment
of the current track or heading of the installation aircraft with the centerline of the selected runway within selected angular
limits.
�[0154] According to one embodiment of the invention, the computer- �readable program code means for generating a
RAAS advisory annunciation includes means for generating one or more of a RAAS approach for landing advisory
annunciation, an approaching runway during taxiing advisory annunciation, and an entering runway during taxiing ad-
visory annunciation.
�[0155] According to the one embodiment of the invention, the computer-�readable program code means for generating
a RAAS advisory annunciation includes means for generating a runway approach advisory annunciation during an
approach for landing upon determining that the installation aircraft is: entering the envelope constructed around the
selected runway by determining the coincidence within selected limits of the position of the installation aircraft with the
centerline of the selected runway, aligned with the selected runway by determining the alignment within selected angular
limits of the track or heading of the installation aircraft with the selected runway or the centerline of the selected runway,
and approaching the selected runway for landing by determining the current phase of flight of the installation aircraft.
�[0156] According to the one embodiment of the invention, the computer-�readable program code means for generating
a RAAS runway approach advisory annunciation during an approach for landing further includes computer-�readable
program code means for suppressing the runway approach advisory annunciation as a function of the installation aircraft
altitude relative to the selected runway, i.e., the height above the selected runway. For example, the computer-�readable
program code means for suppressing the runway approach advisory annunciation includes computer-�readable program
code means for determining the height of the installation aircraft above a maximum height above the selected runway
of, by example and without limitation, about 700 feet to 750 or 800 feet.
�[0157] Additionally, the computer-�readable program code means for suppressing the runway approach advisory an-
nunciation as a function of the installation aircraft altitude relative to the selected runway includes computer-�readable
program code means for suppressing the runway approach advisory annunciation by determining the height of the
installation aircraft below a minimum height above the selected runway of, by example and without limitation, about 300
feet.
�[0158] Additionally, the computer-�readable program code means for suppressing the runway approach advisory an-
nunciation as a function of the installation aircraft altitude relative to the selected runway includes computer-�readable
program code means for suppressing the runway approach advisory annunciation by determining the height of the
installation aircraft in a range about the normal Height Above Field call- �outs, by example and without limitation determining
the determining the height of the installation aircraft in a range above and below a height above the runway where one
or more normal Height Above Field call-�outs are annunciated.
�[0159] According to the one embodiment of the invention, the computer-�readable program code means for generating
a RAAS runway approach advisory annunciation during an approach for landing further includes computer-�readable
program code means for announcing an available runway advisory of the runway length available for landing by, for
example, accessing the database of airport information and retrieving the stored parameters of the selected runway;
determining the position of the installation aircraft relative to one or both of the runway endpoints; computing the runway
distance available for landing; and generating the available runway advisory of the runway length available for landing.
Optionally, this computer-�readable program code means for generating a RAAS available runway advisory further in-
cludes computer-�readable program code means for generating the advisory as a function of the aircraft category, whereby
the runway length available for landing is compared with a nominal runway landing length specified for the installation
aircraft category, and the RAAS available runway advisory is generated if the nominal runway landing length specified
for the installation aircraft category exceeds the runway length available for landing. Otherwise, the RAAS available
runway advisory generation is suppressed.
�[0160] According to the one embodiment of the invention, the computer-�readable program code means for generating
an on-�ground RAAS advisory annunciation includes computer-�readable program code means for generating the on-
ground advisories on approaching and entering a runway, unless the installation aircraft is on a runway and aligned with
it, and the groundspeed of the installation aircraft is greater than a threshold ground speed, by example nominally
selected as about 40-60 knots. Accordingly, if all three of these conditions are met, the on-�ground RAAS advisory
annunciations are suppressed.
�[0161] According to the one embodiment of the invention, the computer-�readable program code means for generating
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a RAAS advisory annunciation includes computer-�readable program code means for generating an on- �ground runway
approach advisory annunciation during taxiing upon determining that the installation aircraft is entering the envelope
constructed around the selected runway by determining that: the position of the installation aircraft coincides with the
envelope constructed around the selected runway; and

the installation aircraft is on the ground by determining that: the installation aircraft is configured in a taxiing phase
of flight, the installation aircraft is traveling at a ground speed that is less than a selected threshold ground speed,
or the installation aircraft has a current altitude that is less than a selected threshold altitude.
According to the one embodiment of the invention, the computer-�readable program code means for generating a
RAAS advisory annunciation includes means for generating an on-�ground runway entry advisory annunciation upon
determining that: �

the installation aircraft is entering the envelope constructed around the selected runway by determining the
coincidence within selected limits of the position of the installation aircraft with the centerline of the selected
runway;
the installation aircraft is aligned with the selected runway by determining the alignment within selected limits
of the track or heading of the installation aircraft with the selected runway or the centerline of the selected
runway; and
the installation aircraft is on the ground by determining that: the installation aircraft is configured in a take- �off
phase of flight, the installation aircraft is traveling at a ground speed that is less than a selected threshold ground
speed, or the installation aircraft has a current altitude that is less than a selected threshold altitude.

�[0162] According to one embodiment, the computer-�readable program code means for generating a runway entry
advisory annunciation includes means for identifying the runway entered by, for example, determining the current position
of the installation aircraft relative to a midpoint of the runway. According to one embodiment, the computer-�readable
program code means for identifying the runway entered includes computer- �readable program code means for determining
the orientation, i.e., the heading or track, of the installation aircraft relative to the runway or the envelope constructed
around the runway.
�[0163] According to the one embodiment of the invention, the computer-�readable program code means for generating
a RAAS runway entry advisory annunciation during taxiing, further includes computer-�readable program code means
for generating one or more Extended Holding On Runway RAAS advisory annunciation when the position of the installation
aircraft has remained unchanged within selected physical limits relative to the selected runway or runway envelope for
a time period in excess of one or more selected threshold time periods. According to one embodiment of the invention,
the computer- �readable program code means for generating one or more Extended Holding On Runway RAAS advisory
annunciation include computer- �readable program code means for generating one or more repeat RAAS runway entry
advisory annunciations that are spaced apart in time by selectable intervals.
�[0164] According to one embodiment of the invention, the computer- �readable program code means for generating a
RAAS advisory annunciation means for generating a runway approach advisory annunciation during taxiing includes
computer-�readable program code means for generating a crossing runway RAAS advisory annunciation upon deter-
mining that: the runway entry advisory annunciation has been generated relative to a first selected runway; the installation
aircraft is approaching a second selected runway by determining that the installation aircraft is entering the envelope
constructed around the selected runway, for example, by determining that the position of the installation aircraft coincides
with the envelope constructed around the selected runway. According to one embodiment of the computer-�readable
program code means for generating a crossing runway RAAS advisory annunciation further includes computer-�readable
program code means for determining that the installation aircraft is on the ground by determining that it is traveling at a
ground speed less than a threshold ground speed, or is traveling at a height above the runway below a maximum
threshold height.
�[0165] According to one embodiment of the invention, the computer- �readable program code means for generating a
RAAS advisory annunciation optionally includes computer-�readable program code means for generating a leaving runway
advisory annunciation during taxiing, the computer-�readable program code means including computer- �readable program
code means for determining that: the runway entry advisory annunciation has been generated relative to a selected
runway, and

the installation aircraft is leaving the selected runway by determining that the installation aircraft is leaving the
envelope constructed around the selected runway, for example, by determining that the position of the installation
aircraft coincides with the area outside the bounds of the envelope constructed around the selected runway.
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Other RAAS airport situational awareness advisories

�[0166] According to one embodiment of the invention, the computer- �readable program code means for generating a
RAAS advisory annunciation includes computer-�readable program code means for generating an imminent taxiway
take- �off advisory annunciation by, for example, determining that the installation aircraft is on the ground and traveling
at a ground speed greater than a threshold ground speed, and determining that at least one of two conditions is not
satisfied: that the installation aircraft is on the selected runway and aligned with the runway. Optionally, the computer-
readable program code means for determining that the condition is not satisfied that the installation aircraft is on the
selected runway includes determining that the installation aircraft position is outside the bounds of the envelope con-
structed around the selected runway. The computer-�readable program code means for generating a RAAS imminent
taxiway take- �off advisory annunciation includes further means for generating as a function of such a determination an
advisory representative of an imminent take- �off from a taxiway, such as, "On taxiway, on taxiway."
�[0167] Optionally, the second computer-�readable program code means for generating and annunciating the airport
situational awareness advisories of the invention includes computer-�readable program code means for generating an
imminent short or "wrong" runway take-�off advisory when the length of the current runway is less than a nominal take-
off field length for the category of the installation aircraft. The computer- �readable program code means for generating
an imminent short runway take-�off advisory includes, by example and without limitation, computer-�readable program
code means for determining as a function of current aircraft position according to GPS latitude and longitude, aircraft
heading, and a nominal take-�off field length for the installation aircraft category that the length of the selected runway,
or the length of the runway remaining for take- �off, is shorter than a selected range of field length required for safe
operation of the installation aircraft. For example, the computer-�readable program code means for generating an imminent
short runway take-�off advisory includes computer-�readable program code means for generating the advisory responsively
to computer-�readable program code means for determining that runway length remaining is less than the nominal take-
off field length required.
�[0168] The computer- �readable program code means for generating an imminent short runway take-�off advisory in-
cludes computer- �readable program code means for generating at intervals an advisory representative of the length of
runway remaining for take-�off in selected increments until the length of runway remaining for take-�off is determined to
be less than a minimum length, given that: the aircraft is determined to be on the runway, as described herein; the aircraft
ground speed is greater than a threshold ground speed selected for example as being a nominal value of about 40 knots;
and the aircraft position is past the midpoint of the runway, i.e., on a last half of the runway, unless an Aborted or Rejected
Takeoff is detected, as described herein. Unless the ground speed falls by a selected amount below the maximum
ground speed attained thereby indicating a Rejected Takeoff, the computer-�readable program code means generates
an advisory representative of the length of runway remaining for take-�off at near the end of the runway. For example,
the computer- �readable program code means generates an advisory representative of the length of runway remaining
for take-�off at a remaining length of 500 feet and 100 feet.
�[0169] According to one embodiment of the invention, the second computer-�readable program code means for gen-
erating and annunciating the airport situational awareness advisories includes computer-�readable program code means
for generating advisories reporting the length of runway remaining before the end of the runway in selectable increments
of 1000 feet after the installation aircraft passes a midpoint in the length of the selected runway, and further for generating
the length of runway remaining advisories for reporting the remaining lengths of 500 feet and 100 feet.

Figure 16: Imminent Landing Situational Awareness (ILSA) 530

�[0170] The computer-�readable program code means for generating and annunciating the airport situational awareness
advisories of the invention includes a third computer-�readable program code means for generating and annunciating
the airport situational awareness advisories of the invention as a function of a flare altitude monitor computer-�readable
program code means for determining that landing the installation aircraft has not been completed within specified con-
ditions. Accordingly, the computer-�readable program code means for generating and annunciating the airport situational
awareness advisories includes computer-�readable program code means for determining that: the installation aircraft is
currently configured in a landing phase of flight; the installation aircraft is not currently climbing at a altitude rate in excess
of a threshold altitude rate; and as a function of height above runway, the installation aircraft has not currently touched-
down; and further includes computer-�readable program code means, responsive to determining that the installation
aircraft has not touched- �down, for generating at periodic intervals flare callouts that report current height above the
runway to the nearest foot.
�[0171] The computer-�readable program code means for generating periodic flare callouts further includes computer-
readable program code means for suppressing the periodic flare callouts upon determining that: the ground speed of
the installation aircraft is reduced below a minimum threshold ground speed; or the installation aircraft altitude rate
exceeds a minimum threshold altitude rate, i.e., indicating a go- �around; or the aircraft altitude is reduced below a maximum
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threshold altitude that indicates it is on the ground. According to one embodiment, the computer- �readable program code
means for determining that the installation aircraft is currently in a landing phase of flight further includes first computer-
readable program code means for determining that the installation aircraft height above the runway (radio altitude AGL)
is less than a first maximum height above the runway for a first minimum time period; and second computer- �readable
program code means for determining that the installation aircraft height above the runway (radio altitude AGL) is less
than a second maximum height above the runway less than the first maximum height for a second minimum time period
that is optionally less than the first minimum time period.
�[0172] Additionally, the computer- �readable program code means for generating periodic flare callouts further includes
computer-�readable program code means for determining that additional conditions are satisfied, and thereafter generating
runway distance remaining callouts. Accordingly, the computer-�readable program code means for generating periodic
flare callouts further includes computer-�readable program code means for retrieving stored runway information retrieved
from the Airport Database; retrieving GPS position information, and optionally, heading information; computing the aircraft
position relative to the end of the runway; and generating at selected intervals along the runway advisories representative
of the remaining runway distance. For example, the remaining runway distance advisories are generated for 3000, 2000,
1000, and 500 feet of remaining runway length that indicates the end of the runway. Additionally, the computer-�readable
program code means for generating remaining runway distance advisories further includes computer-�readable program
code means for suppressing the remaining runway distance advisories, unless comparing the aircraft orientation and
position relative to the selected runway indicates that the aircraft has passed a midway point in traveling toward the end
of the runway.
�[0173] According to one embodiment, the computer-�readable program code means for generating remaining runway
distance advisories further includes computer-�readable program code means for suppressing the remaining runway
distance advisories under conditions that reduce or eliminate nuisance warnings. Accordingly, the computer-�readable
program code means includes computer-�readable program code means for suppressing the remaining runway distance
advisories after the remaining runway distance advisories are generated a first time, and includes computer-�readable
program code means for suppressing the remaining runway distance advisories if the aircraft ground speed is reduced
below a selected safe threshold, by example nominally selected as about 40 to 60 knots.

Figure 17: Aircraft Position Situational Awareness System (APSAS) 540

�[0174] The computer-�readable program code means for generating and annunciating the airport position situational
awareness advisories of the invention includes a fourth computer-�readable program code means for indicating a current
position of the installation aircraft relative to a selected airport; optionally broadcasting a RF message representative of
the installation aircraft’s position and optionally a velocity vector containing its heading and ground speed; optionally
receiving one or more RF messages broadcast by other installation aircraft and containing information representative
of the other installation aircraft position, and optionally containing a velocity vector containing other installation aircraft
heading and ground speed information; optionally computing potential conflicts as a function of the received RF message
information; and optionally generating an advisory as a function of computing potential conflicts.
�[0175] According to one embodiment of the invention, the computer-�readable program code means for indicating a
current position of the installation aircraft relative to a selected airport includes computer-�readable program code means
for retrieving airport information from a database of stored airport information and generating a graphical depiction of
the airport information for display on a cockpit display device;�

a computer- �readable program code means for receiving current aircraft state information, including current altitude,
ground speed, position, angular orientation, and phase of flight of the installation aircraft, wherein ground speed is
optionally determined by computer-�readable program code means for computing ground speed as a function of
changes in current position with respect to time; and
a computer-�readable program code means for generating a plot the current position information of the installation
aircraft relative to the graphical depiction of the airport information for display on the cockpit display device.

�[0176] According to one embodiment of the invention, the computer-�readable program code means for indicating a
current position of the installation aircraft relative to a selected airport includes computer-�readable program code means
for computing a current velocity vector of the installation aircraft as a function of the current ground speed and angular
orientation of the installation aircraft relative to the selected airport; and

the computer- �readable program code means for generating a plot the current position information of the installation
aircraft relative to the graphical depiction of the airport information includes computer-�readable program code means
for generating a plot the current velocity vector of the installation aircraft relative to the graphical depiction.
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�[0177] According to one embodiment of the invention, the computer-�readable program code means for indicating a
current position of the installation aircraft relative to a selected airport also includes a computer- �readable program code
means for generating an RF broadcast of the current position information, and optionally includes a computer-�readable
program code means for periodically generating a RF broadcast of the current velocity vector of the installation aircraft.
�[0178] According to one embodiment of the invention, the computer-�readable program code means for indicating a
current position of the installation aircraft relative to a selected airport also includes computer-�readable program code
means for receiving one or more RF broadcasts of current position of other installed devices operating the APSAS
computer program product of the invention, including other installation aircraft, installation vehicles, installation equipment
and installation obstacles; and further includes: a computer- �readable program code means for generating a plot of the
current position information of the other installation aircraft relative to the graphical depiction of the airport information.
�[0179] According to one embodiment of the invention, the computer-�readable program code means for indicating a
current position of the installation aircraft relative to a selected airport also includes computer-�readable program code
means for generating a plot of a current velocity vector of the other installation aircraft relative to the graphical depiction,
wherein the current velocity vector of the other installation aircraft is received as a RF broadcasts of current velocity
vector of the other installation aircraft, or optionally the current velocity vector of the other installation aircraft is computed
according to computer- �readable program code means for computing a current velocity vector of the other installation
aircraft as a function of the current position information of the other installation aircraft.
�[0180] According to one embodiment of the invention, the computer-�readable program code means for indicating a
current position of the installation aircraft relative to a selected airport also includes computer-�readable program code
means for computing a potential conflict between the own installation aircraft and other installation aircraft, equipment
and fixed obstacles. The potential conflicts are computed, by example and without limitation, as: projecting of the own
installation aircraft position and velocity vector, projecting of the other installation aircraft, vehicles, equipment and fixed
obstacle positions and velocity vectors; and determining an intersection of the own installation aircraft position and
velocity vector with any one or more of the other installation aircraft, equipment and fixed obstacle positions and velocity
vectors.
�[0181] According to one embodiment of the invention, the computer-�readable program code means for indicating a
current position of the installation aircraft relative to a selected airport also includes computer-�readable program code
means for determining priority of a potential conflict condition advisory relative to other advisories and alerts, and

a computer-�readable program code means, operable if the potential conflict condition advisory takes precedence,
for generating an advisory indicating as appropriate that: a runway being approached or entered is occupied by
another vehicle or other airport equipment; a runway being approached or entered is being vacated by other vehicle;
and another vehicle is approaching or entering a runway currently occupied by the installation aircraft.

�[0182] While the preferred embodiment of the invention has been illustrated and described, it will be appreciated that
various changes can be made therein without departing from the scope of the invention.

Claims

1. A computer program product for use with an aircraft, comprising:�

a computer-�usable medium having computer- �readable code embodied therein for configuring a computer proc-
essor (10), the computer program product comprising:�

computer-�readable code (12) configured to cause a computer processor to receive ,�while the aircraft is on
the ground, at intervals, samples of one or more instrument signals reporting updated aircraft (102, 206)
position (414), ground speed (410) and orientation (412);
computer-�readable code (32) configured to cause a computer processor to retrieve runway survey infor-
mation corresponding to each of a plurality of runways (208, 306, 308) from an on-�board database (16) as
a function of at least the updated aircraft position information;

computer-�readable code (32) configured to cause a computer processor to construct an augmented annunciation
envelope (32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 80) encompassing one or more of the plurality of runways individually as a
function of the corresponding runway survey information, the aircraft ground speed information and the aircraft
orientation information; and
computer-�readable code (32) configured to cause a computer processor to generate an airport situational
awareness advisory (20, 24) as a function of a coincidence of the updated aircraft position with the augmented
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annunciation envelope encompassing one of the runways and an alignment of the updated aircraft orientation
relative to a centerline (82) of the runway corresponding to the augmented annunciation envelope coincident
with the updated aircraft position.

2. The computer program product of claim 1, wherein the computer-�readable code configured to cause a computer
processor to retrieve runway survey information corresponding to each of a plurality of runways (208, 306, 308)
from an on-�board database (16) as a function of at least the updated aircraft position (414) information further
comprises computer-�readable code configured to cause a computer processor to retrieve runway survey information
corresponding to runways determined as a function of the updated aircraft position information to be within a selected
range of the aircraft (102, 206).

3. The computer program product of claim 1, wherein the computer-�readable code configured to cause a computer
processor to generate an airport situational awareness advisory (20, 24) further comprises computer-�readable code
configured to cause a computer processor to generate one of : an airborne airport situational awareness advisory,
and an on-�ground airport situational awareness advisory.

4. The computer program product of claim 3, wherein the computer-�readable code configured to cause a computer
processor to generate an on-�ground airport situational awareness advisory (20, 24) further comprises computer-
readable code configured to cause a computer processor to generate, as a function of the updated aircraft position
(414) and orientation (412) relative to a centerline (82) of the runway (208, 306, 308), one of : a runway approach
advisory, and a runway entry advisory.

5. The computer program product of claim 3, wherein the computer-�readable code configured to cause a computer
processor to generate an on-�ground airport situational awareness advisory (20, 24) further comprises computer-
readable code configured to cause a computer processor to suppress the on-�ground airport situational awareness
advisory under conditions such that: �

the updated aircraft position (414) is coincident with the augmented annunciation envelope (32, 34, 36, 38, 40,
42, 80) encompassing one of the runways (208, 306, 308),
the updated aircraft orientation (412) is aligned within selected angular limits to a centerline (82) of the runway
corresponding to the augmented annunciation envelope coincident with the updated aircraft position, and
the updated aircraft ground speed (410) is greater than a threshold ground speed.

6. The computer program product of claim 3, wherein the computer-�readable code configured to cause a computer
processor to generate an on-�ground airport situational awareness advisory (20, 24) further comprises computer-
readable code configured to cause a computer processor to generate an advisory representative of an immanent
take-�off from a taxiway (304) under conditions such that:�

the updated aircraft ground speed (410) is greater than a threshold ground speed, and
the aircraft is not on a runway (208, 306, 308), as determined by at least one of: �

the updated aircraft position (414) is outside the bounds of all the augmented annunciation envelopes (32,
34, 36, 38, 40 42, 80), and
the updated aircraft orientation (412) is angled at greater than a selected angular limit to a centerline (82)
of the runway corresponding to an augmented annunciation envelope coincident with the updated aircraft
position.

7. The computer program product of claim 3, wherein the computer-�readable code configured to cause a computer
processor to generate an airborne airport situational awareness advisory (20, 24) further comprises computer-
readable code configured to cause a computer processor to generate the airborne airport situational awareness
advisory during a terminal phase of flight relative to a runway (208, 306, 308) having an augmented annunciation
envelope (32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 80) coincident with the updated aircraft position (414) and a centerline (82) aligned
with the updated aircraft orientation (412) within selected angular limits.

8. The computer program product of claim 7, wherein the computer-�readable code configured to cause a computer
processor to generate an airborne airport situational awareness advisory (20, 24) further comprises computer-
readable code configured to cause a computer processor to suppress the airborne airport situational awareness
advisory for heights above the runway (208, 306, 308) greater than a selected height above the runway.
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9. The computer program product of claim 7, wherein the computer-�readable code configured to cause a computer
processor to generate an airborne airport situational awareness advisory (20, 24) further comprises computer-
readable code configured to cause a computer processor to suppress the airborne airport situational awareness
advisory for heights above the runway (208, 306, 308) within a selected range (SUP-SLOW) of heights above the
runway.

10. The computer program product of claim 7, wherein the computer-�readable code configured to cause a computer
processor to generate an airborne airport situational awareness advisory (20, 24) further comprises computer-
readable code configured to cause a computer processor to suppress the airborne airport situational awareness
advisory after the airborne airport situational awareness advisory is generated a first time.

11. The computer program product of claim 7, wherein the airborne airport situational awareness advisory (20, 24)
further comprises information identifying the runway (208, 306, 308).

12. The computer program product of claim 7, wherein:�

the runway survey information further comprises a runway endpoint (EP1, EP2); and
the computer-�readable code configured to cause a computer processor to generate an airborne airport situational
awareness advisory (20, 24) further comprises computer-�readable code configured to cause a computer proc-
essor to: �

determine the updated aircraft position (414) relative to the runway endpoint;
compute a runway length (LENGTH) available for landing; and
generate an advisory of the runway length available for landing.

13. The computer program product of claim 12, wherein the computer-�readable code configured to cause a computer
processor to generate an advisory (20, 24) of the runway length (LENGTH) available for landing further comprises
computer-�readable code configured to cause a computer processor to generate the advisory as a function of a
selected nominal runway length for a selected aircraft category.

14. The computer program product of claim 1, further comprising a computer processor (10) coupled to access the
computer-�readable code and structured for executing the code.

15. A runway awareness advisory apparatus for an aircraft (102, 206), comprising:�

a database (16) of runway survey data;
a processor (10) structured for receiving while the aircraft is on the ground, samples of one or more signals
reporting aircraft state parameter data which includes ground speed (410) and current heading (412) and for
retrieving runway survey data corresponding to each of a plurality of runways (208, 306, 308) from the database;
and
one or more algorithms executable by the processor for:�

constructing a plurality of envelopes each surrounding an individual runway as a function of the runway
survey data, the current ground speed of the aircraft, and the current heading of the aircraft, and
generating, as a function of one or more of the aircraft state parameter data, the retrieved runway survey
data, and the constructed envelopes, one of a plurality of different runway awareness advisories (20, 24).

16. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the algorithms executable by the processor (10) further comprise algorithms
resident on the processor.

17. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the algorithms executable by the processor (10) further comprise algorithms for
retrieving from the database (16) runway survey data describing one or more different runways (208, 306, 308) as
a function of a current position (414) of an aircraft having the processor installed thereon.

18. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the algorithms executable by the processor (10) for constructing envelopes (32,
34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 80) surrounding each individual runway (208, 306, 308) further comprise algorithms for constructing
the envelopes as having a maximum height-�above-�runway vertical extension limitation (UP).
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19. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the algorithms executable by the processor (10) for generating one of a plurality
of different runway awareness advisories (20, 24) further comprise algorithms executable by the processor for
generating a runway awareness advisory representative of an immanent take-�off from a taxiway (304) as a function of:�

a current aircraft ground speed (410) being greater than a threshold ground speed, and one of: �

a current aircraft position (414) not being within bounds of an envelope (32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 80) surrounding
an individual runway (208, 306, 308), and
a current aircraft heading (412) being skewed at greater than a selected angular limit to a runway corre-
sponding to an envelope containing the current aircraft position.

20. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the algorithms executable by the processor (10) further comprise algorithms for
selecting one of the runways (208, 306, 308) as a function of a current position (414) of the aircraft (102, 206) being
contained within an envelope (32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 80) surrounding the runway.

21. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the algorithms for constructing envelopes (32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 80) surrounding
each individual runway (208, 306, 308) further comprise algorithms for constructing each envelope having a fan-
shaped extension (200) projected from one end of the runway.

22. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the algorithms executable by the processor (10) for generating one of a plurality
of different runway awareness advisories (20, 24) further comprise algorithms for generating one of the runway
awareness advisories as a function of an orientation of a current heading (412) of the aircraft (102, 206) relative to
the selected runway (208, 306, 308).

23. The apparatus of claim 22, wherein the algorithms executable by the processor (10) further comprise algorithms for
suppressing the generating of a runway awareness advisory (20, 24) when the combined current aircraft position
(414), heading (412) and ground speed (410) indicate that the aircraft is currently in a take- �off phase of flight.

Patentansprüche

1. Computerprogrammprodukt zur Verwendung mit einem Flugzeug, umfassend:�

ein computerverwendbaras Medium mit einem darin verkörperten computerlesbaren Code zum Konfigurieren
eines Computerprozessors (10), wobei das Computerprogrammprodukt Folgendes umfasst:�

einen computerlesbaren Code (12), der konfiguriert ist zu bewirken, dass ein Computerprozessor, während
sich das Flugzeug am Boden befindet, in Intervallen Abtastwerte von einem oder mehreren Instrumenten-
signalen empfängt, die aktualisierte Position (414), Bodengeschwindigkeit (410) und Orientierung (412)
des Flugzeugs (102, 206) melden;
einen computerlesbaren Code (32), der konfiguriert ist zu bewirken, dass ein Computerprozessor Start-
und Landebahnübersichtsinformationen, die jeder von mehreren Start- und Landebahnen (208, 306, 308)
entsprechen, von einer Borddatenbank (16) als eine Funktion von mindestens der aktualisierten Flugzeug-
positionsinformation abruft;
einen computerlesbaren Code (32), der konfiguriert ist zu bewirken, dass ein Computerprozessor eine
verbesserte Meldungshüllkurve (32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 80), die eine oder mehrere der mehreren Start- und
Landebahnen umfasst, individuell als Funktion der entsprechenden Start- und Landebahnübersichtsinfor-
mationen, der Flugzeugbodengeschwindigkeitsinformationen und der Flugzeugorientierungsinformationen
konstruiert; und
einen computerlesbaren Code (32), der konfiguriert ist zu bewirken, dass ein Computerprozessor eine
Flughafensituationsbewusstseinsberatung (20, 24) als Funktion einer Einstimmung der aktualisierten Flug-
zeugposition mit der verbesserten Meldungshüllkurve, die eine der Start- und Landebahnen einschließt,
und einer Ausrichtung der aktualisierten Flugzeugorientierung relativ zu einer Mittellinie (82) der Start- und
Landebahn entsprechend der verbesserten Meldungshüllkurve, der aktualisierten Flugzeugposition ent-
sprechend, generiert.

2. Computerprogrammprodukt nach Anspruch 1, wobei der computerlesbare Code, der konfiguriert ist zu bewirken,
dass ein Computerprozessor Start- und Landebahnübersichtsinformationen, die jeder von mehreren Start- und
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Landebahnen (208, 306, 308) entsprechen, von einer Borddatenbank (16) als Funktion von mindestens der aktua-
lisierten Informationen über die Flugzeugposition (414) abruft, weiterhin einen computerlesbaren Code umfasst,
der konfiguriert ist zu bewirken, dass ein Computerprozessor Start- und Landebahnübersichtsinformationen abruft,
die Start- und Landebahnen entsprechen, von denen als eine Funktion der aktualisierten Flugzeugpositionsinfor-
mationen bestimmt wurde, dass sie innerhalb eines ausgewählten Bereichs des Flugzeugs (102, 206) liegen.

3. Computerprogrammprodukt nach Anspruch 1, wobei der computerlesbare Code, der konfiguriert ist zu bewirken,
dass ein Computerprozessor eine Flughafensituationsbewusstseinsberatung (20, 24) generiert, weiterhin einen
computerlesbaren Code umfasst, der konfiguriert ist zu bewirkten, dass ein Computerprozessor eine der Folgenden
generiert: eine in-�der-�Luft- �Flughafensituationsbewusstseinsberatung und eine am-�Boden-�Flughafensituationsbe-
wusstseinsberatung.

4. Computerprogrammprodukt nach Anspruch 3, wobei der computerlesbare Code, der konfiguriert ist zu bewirken,
dass ein Computerprozessor eine am-�Boden-�Flughafensituationsbewusstseinsberatung (20, 24) generiert, weiter-
hin einen computerlesbaren Code umfasst, der konfiguriert ist zu bewirken, dass ein Computerprozessor als eine
Funktion der aktualisierten Position (414) und Orientierung (412) des Flugzeugs relativ zu einer Mittellinie (82) der
Start- und Landebahn (208, 306, 308) eine der Folgenden generiert: eine Start- und Landebahnannäherungsmeldung
und eine Start- und Landebahneintrittsmeldung.

5. Computerprogrammprodukt nach Anspruch 3, wobei der computerlesbare Code, der konfiguriert ist zu bewirken,
dass ein Computerprozessor eine am-�Boden-�Flughafensituationsbewusstseinsberatung (20, 24) generiert, weiter-
hin einen computerlesbaren Code umfasst, der konfiguriert ist zu bewirken, dass ein Computerprozessor die am-
Boden-�Flughafensituationsbewusstseinsberatung unter Bedingungen wie etwa den Folgenden unterdrückt:�

die aktualisierte Flugzeugposition (414) stimmt mit der verbesserten Meldungshüllkurve (32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42,
80), die eine der Start- und Landebahnen (208, 306, 308)�einschließt, überein,
die aktualisierte Flugzeugorientierung (412) ist innerhalb ausgewählter Winkelgrenzen auf eine Mittellinie (82)
der Start- und Landebahn ausgerichtet, entsprechend der verbesserten Meldungshüllkurve, die mit der aktua-
lisierten Flugzeugposition übereinstimmt, und
die aktualisierte Flugzeugbodengeschwindigkeit (410) ist größer als eine Schwellwertbodengeschwindigkeit.

6. Computerprogrammprodukt nach Anspruch 3, wobei der computerlesbare Code, der konfiguriert ist zu bewirken,
dass ein Computerprozessor eine am-�Boden-�Flughafensituatlonsbewusstseinsberatung (20, 24) generiert, weiter-
hin einen computerlesbaren Code umfasst, der konfiguriert ist zu bewirken, dass ein Computerprozessor eine
Meldung generiert, die einen bevorstehenden Start von einer Rollbahn (304) unter folgenden Bedingungen darstellt:�

die aktualisierte Flugzeugbodengeschwindigkeit (410) ist größer als eine Schwellwertbodengeschwindigkeit und
das Flugzeug befindet sich nicht auf einer Start- und Landebahn (208, 306, 308), wie durch mindestens eine
der Folgenden bestimmt: �

die aktualisierte Flugzeugposition (414) befindet sich außerhalb der Grenzen aller verbesserter Meldungs-
hüllkurven (32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 80) und
die aktualisierte Flugzeugorientierung (412) ist unter mehr als einer ausgewählten Winkelgrenze zu einer
Mittellinie (82) der Start- und Landebahn abgewinkelt, entsprechend einer verbesserten Meldungshüllkurve,
die mit der aktualisierten Flugzeugposition übereinstimmt.

7. Computerprogrammprodukt nach Anspruch 3, wobei der computerlesbare Code, der konfiguriert ist zu bewirken,
dass ein Computerprozessor eine in-�der-�Luft-�Flughafensituationsbewusstseinsberatung (20, 24) generiert, weiterhin
einen computerlesbaren Code umfasst, der konfiguriert ist zu bewirken, dass ein Computerprozessor die in-�der-
Luft- �Flughafensituationsbewusstseinsberatung während einer Endphase eines Flugs relativ zu einer Start- und
Landebahn (208, 306, 308) generiert, mit einer verbesserten Meldungshüllkurve (32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 80), die mit
der aktualisierten Flugzeugposition (414) übereinstimmt, und einer Mittellinie (82), die auf die aktualisierte Flugzeu-
gorientierung (412) innerhalb ausgewählter winkelgrenzen ausgerichtet ist.

8. Computerprogrammprodukt nach Anspruch 7, wobei der computerlesbare Code, der konfiguriert ist zu bewirken,
dass ein Computerprozessor eine in-�der-�Luft-�Flughafensituationsbewusstseinsberatung (20, 24) generiert, weiterhin
einen computerlesbaren Code umfasst, der konfiguriert ist zu bewirken, dass ein Computerprozessor die in-�der-
Luft- �Flughafensituationsbewusstseinsberatung für Höhen über der Start- und Landebahn (208, 306, 308) unter-
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drückt, die größer sind als eine ausgewählte Höhe über der Start- und Landebahn.

9. Computerprogrammprodukt nach Anspruch 7, wobei der computerlesbare Code, der konfiguriert ist zu bewirken,
dass ein Computerprozessor eine in-�der-�Luft-�Flughafensituationsbewusstseinsberatung (20, 24) generiert, weiterhin
einen computerlesbaren Code umfasst, der konfiguriert ist zu bewirken, dass ein Computerprozessor die in-�der-
Luft- �Flughafensituatlonsbewusstseinsberatung für Höhen über der Landebahn (208, 306, 308) innerhalb eines aus-
gewählten Bereichs (SUP-SLOW) von Höhen über der Start- und Landebahn unterdrückt.

10. Computerprogrammprodukt nach Anspruch 7, wobei der computerlesbare Code, der konfiguriert ist zu bewirken,
dass ein Computerprozessor eine in-�der-�Luft-�Flughafensituationsbewusstseinsberatung (20, 24) generiert, weiterhin
einen computerlesbaren Code umfasst, der konfiguriert ist zu bewirken, dass ein Computerprozessor die in-�der-
Luft- �Flughafensituationsbewusstseinsberatung unterdrückt, nachdem die in-�der-�Luft-�Flughafensituationsbewusst-
seinsberatung ein erstes Mal generiert ist.

11. Computerprogrammprodukt nach Anspruch 7, wobei die in-�der-�Luft-�Flughafensituationsbewusstseinsberatung (20,
24) weiterhin die Start- und Landebahn (208, 306, 308) identifizierende Informationen umfasst.

12. Computerprogrammprodukt nach Anspruch 7, wobei:�

die Start- und Landebahnübersichtsinformationen weiterhin einen Start- und Landebahnendpunkt (EP1, EP2)
umfasst; und
der computerlesbare Code, der konfiguriert ist zu bewirken, dass ein Computerprozessor eine in-�der- �Luft-
Flughafensituationsbewusstseinsberatung (20, 24)
generiert, weiterhin einen computerlesbaren Code umfasst, der konfiguriert ist zu bewirken, dass ein Compu-
terprozessor: �

die aktualisierte Flugzeugposition (414) relativ zu dem Start- und Landebahnendpunkt bestimmt;
eine Start- und Landebahnlänge (LENGTH) berechnet, die für das Landen zur Verfügung steht; und
eine Beratung der für die Landung zur Verfügung stehenden Start- und Landebahnlänge generiert.

13. Computerprogrammprodukt nach Anspruch 12, wobei der computerlesbare Code, der konfiguriert ist zu bewirken,
dass ein Computerprozessor eine Beratung (20, 24) der zum Landen verfügbaren Start- und Landebahnlänge
(LENGTH) generiert, weiterhin einen computerlesbaren Code umfasst, der konfiguriert ist zu bewirken, dass ein
Computerprozessor die Beratung als Funktion einer ausgewählten Start- und Landebahnnennlänge für eine aus-
gewählte Flugzeugkategorie generiert.

14. Computerprogrammprodukt nach Anspruch 1, weiterhin umfassend einen Computerprozessor (10), der so gekoppelt
ist, dass er auf den computerlesbaren Code zugreift, und zum Ausführen des Codes strukturiert ist.

15. Start- und Landebahnbewusstseinsberatungsvorrichtung für ein Flugzeug (102, 206), umfassend: �

eine Datenbank (16) von Start- und Landebahnübersichtsdaten;
einen Prozessor (10), der strukturiert ist, während sich das Flugzeug am Boden befindet, Abtastwerte von einem
oder mehreren Signalen zu empfangen, die Flugzeugzustandsparameterdaten melden, die Bodengeschwin-
digkeit (410) und aktuellen Kurs (412) enthalten, und um Start- und Landebahnübersichtsdaten, die jeder von
mehreren Start- und Landebahnen (208, 306, 308) entsprechen, aus der Datenbank abzurufen; und
einen oder mehrere Algorithmen, die von dem Prozessor ausgeführt werden können zum:�

Konstruieren von mehreren Hüllkurven, die jeweils eine individuelle Start- und Landebahn umgehen, als
eine Funktion der Start- und Landebahnübersichtsdaten, der aktuellen Bodengeschwindigkeit des Flug-
zeugs und dem aktuellen Kurs des Flugzeugs, und
Generieren, als eine Funktion von einem oder mehreren der Flugzeugzustandsparameterdaten, der abge-
rufenen Start- und Landebahnübersichtsdaten und der konstruierten Hüllkurven, einer von mehreren ver-
schiedenen Start- und Landebahnbewusstseinsberatungen (20, 24).

16. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 15, wobei die von dem Prozessor (10) ausführbaren Algorithmen weiterhin auf dem
Prozessor residierende Algorithmen umfassen.
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17. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 15, wobei die von dem Prozessor (10) ausführbaren Algorithmen weiterhin Algorithmen
umfassen, um aus der Datenbank (16) Start- und Landebahnübersichtsdaten, die eine oder mehrere verschiedene
Start- und Landebahnen (208, 306, 308) beschreiben, als eine Funktion einer aktuellen Position (414) eines Flug-
zeugs mit dem darauf installieren Prozessor abzurufen.

18. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 15, wobei die von dem Prozessor (10) ausführbaren Algorithmen zum Konstruieren von
jede individuelle Start- und Landebahn (208, 306, 308) umgebenden Hüllkurven (32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 80) weiterhin
Algorithmen umfassen zum Konstruieren der Hüllkurven derart, dass sie eine maximale Höhe-�über-�der-�Start-�und-
Landebahn-�vertikale-�Erstreckungsbegrenzung (UP) aufweisen.

19. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 15, wobei die von dem Prozessor (10) ausführbaren Algorithmen zum Generieren einer
von mehreren verschiedenen Start- und Landebahnbewusstseinsberatungen (20, 24) weiterhin von dem Prozessor
ausführbare Algorithmen umfassen zum Generieren einer Start- und Landebahnbewusstseinsberatung, die einen
bevorstehenden Start von einer Rollbahn (304) darstellt, als eine Funktion davon, dass:�

eine aktuelle Flugzeugbodengeschwindigkeit (410) größer ist als eine Schwellwertbodengeschwindigkeit, und
eines der Folgenden:�

dass eine aktuelle Flugzeugposition (414) nicht innerhalb der Grenzen einer eine individuelle Start- und
Landebahn (208, 306, 308) umgebenden Hüllkurve (32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 80) liegt, und
ein aktueller Flugzeugkurs (412) mit mehr als einer ausgewählten Winkelgrenze zu einer Start- und Lan-
debahn schief ist entsprechend einer die aktuelle Flugzeugposition enthaltenden Hüllkurve.

20. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 15, wobei die von dem Prozessor (10) ausführbaren Algorithmen weiterhin Algorithmen
umfassen zum Auswählen einer der Start- und Landebahnen (208, 306, 308) als eine Funktion davon, dass eine
aktuelle Position (414) des Flugzeugs (102, 206) innerhalb einer die Start- und Landebahn umgebenden Hüllkurve
(32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 80) enthalten ist.

21. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 15, wobei die Algorithmen zum Konstruieren von Hüllkurven (32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42,
80), die jede individuelle Start- und Landebahn (208, 306, 308) umgeben, weiterhin Algorithmen umfassen zum
Konstruieren jeder Hüllkurve mit einer fächerförmigen Verlängerung (200) von einem Ende der Start- und Landebahn
aus projiziert.

22. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 15, wobei die von dem Prozessor (10) ausführbaren Algorithmen zum Generieren von
einer von mehreren verschiedenen Start- und Landebahnbewusstseinsberatungen (20, 24) weiterhin Algorithmen
umfassen zum Generieren einer der Start- und Landebahnbewusstseinsberatungen als eine Funktion einer Orien-
tierung eines aktuellen Kurses (412) des Flugzeugs (102, 206) relativ zu der ausgewählten Start- und Landebahn
(208, 306, 308).

23. vorrichtung nach Anspruch 22, wobei die von dem Prozessor (10) ausführbaren Algorithmen weiterhin Algorithmen
umfassen zum Unterdrücken des Generierens einer Start- und Landebahnbewusstseinsberatung (20, 24), wenn
die kombinierte aktuelle Position (414), der aktuelle Kurs (412) und die aktuelle Bodengeschwindigkeit (410) des
Flugzeugs anzeigen, dass sich das Flugzeug gegenwärtig in einer Startphase des Fluges befindet.

Revendications

1. Produit de programme informatique destiné à être utilisé avec un aéronef, comprenant :�

un support utilisable sur ordinateur dans lequel est intégré un code lisible par ordinateur pour configurer un
processeur informatique (10), le produit de programme informatique comprenant :�

un code lisible par ordinateur (12) configuré pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur informatique reçoive,
pendant que l’aéronef est au sol, à intervalles, des échantillons d’un ou de plusieurs signaux d’instruments
déclarant la position (414), la vitesse sol (410) et l’orientation (412) actualisées de l’aéronef (102, 206) ;
un code lisible par ordinateur (32) configuré pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur informatique recouvre
des informations d’étude de piste correspondant à chacune d’une pluralité de pistes (208, 306, 308) à partir
d’une base de données embarquée (16) en fonction au moins de l’information de position actualisée de
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l’aéronef ;
un code lisible par ordinateur (32) configuré pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur informatique construise
une enveloppe d’annonce augmentée (32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 80) englobant une ou plusieurs de la pluralité
de pistes individuellement en fonction des informations d’étude de piste correspondantes, de l’information
de vitesse sol actualisée de l’aéronef et de l’information d’orientation de l’aéronef ; et
un code lisible par ordinateur (32) configuré pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur informatique génère un
avis de connaissance de situation d’aéroport (20, 24) en fonction d’une coïncidence de la position actualisée
de l’aéronef avec l’enveloppe d’annonce augmentée englobant l’une des pistes et d’un alignement de
l’orientation actualisée de l’aéronef relativement à un axe central (82) de la piste correspondant à l’enveloppe
d’annonce augmentée coïncidant avec la position actualisée de l’aéronef.

2. Produit de programme informatique selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le code lisible par ordinateur configuré
pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur informatique recouvre des informations d’étude de piste correspondant à
chacune d’une pluralité de pistes (208, 306, 308) à partir d’une base de données embarquée (16) en fonction au
moins de l’information de position actualisée (414) de l’aéronef comprend en outre un code lisible par ordinateur
configuré pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur informatique recouvre des informations d’étude de piste correspondant
à des pistes déterminées en fonction de l’information de position actualisée de l’aéronef se trouvant à une distance
sélectionnée de l’aéronef (102, 206).

3. Produit de programme informatique selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le code lisible par ordinateur configuré
pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur informatique génère un avis de connaissance de situation d’aéroport (20, 24)
comprend en outre un code lisible par ordinateur configuré pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur informatique génère
l’un d’un : avis de connaissance de situation d’aéroport en vol, et d’un avis de connaissance de situation d’aéroport
au sol.

4. Produit de programme informatique selon la revendication 3, dans lequel le code lisible par ordinateur configuré
pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur informatique génère un avis de connaissance de situation d’aéroport au sol
(20, 24) comprend en outre un code lisible par ordinateur configuré pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur informatique
génère, en fonction de la position (414) et de l’orientation (412) actualisées de l’aéronef par rapport à un axe central
(82) de la piste (208, 306, 308) l’un d’un : avis d’approche de piste, et d’un avis d’entrée de piste.

5. Produit de programme informatique selon la revendication 3, dans lequel le code lisible par ordinateur configuré
pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur informatique génère un avis de connaissance de situation d’aéroport au sol
(20, 24) comprend en outre un code lisible par ordinateur configuré pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur informatique
supprime l’avis de connaissance de situation d’aéroport au sol dans des conditions telles que :�

coïncidence de la position actualisée (414) de L’aéronef avec l’enveloppe d’annonce augmentée (32, 34, 36,
38, 40, 42, 80) englobant l’une des pistes (208, 306, 308),
alignement de l’orientation actualisée (412) de l’aéronef dans des limites angulaires sélectionnées avec un axe
central (82) de la piste correspondant à l’enveloppe d’annonce augmentée coïncidant avec la position actualisée
de l’aéronef ; et
vitesse sol actualisée (410) de l’aéronef supérieure à une vitesse sol seuil.

6. Produit de programme informatique selon la revendication 3, dans lequel le code lisible par ordinateur configuré
pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur informatique génère un avis de connaissance de situation d’aéroport au sol
(20, 24) comprend en outre un code lisible par ordinateur configuré pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur informatique
génère un avis représentatif d’un décollage imminent depuis une piste de roulement (304) dans des conditions
telles que : �

vitesse sol actualisée (410) de l’aéronef supérieure à une vitesse sol seuil ; et
non-�présence de l’aéronef sur une piste (208, 306, 308), telle que déterminée par au moins l’un des faits suivants :�

la position actualisée (414) de l’aéronef est en dehors des bornes de toutes les enveloppes d’annonce
augmentées (32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 80), et
l’orientation actualisée (412) de l’aéronef est inclinée par plus d’une limite angulaire sélectionnée par rapport
à un axe central (82) de la piste correspondant à une enveloppe d’annonce augmentée coïncidant avec la
position actualisée de l’aéronef.
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7. Produit de programme informatique selon la revendication 3, dans lequel le code lisible par ordinateur configuré
pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur informatique génère un avis de connaissance de situation d’aéroport en vol
(20, 24) comprend en outre un code lisible par ordinateur configuré pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur informatique
génère l’avis de connaissance de situation d’aéroport en vol durant une phase terminale d’un vol par rapport à une
piste (208, 306, 308) ayant une enveloppe d’annonce augmentée (32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 80) qui coïncide avec la
position actualisée (414) de l’aéronef et un axe central (82) aligné avec l’orientation actualisée (412) de l’aéronef
dans des limite angulaires sélectionnées.

8. Produit de programme informatique selon la revendication 7, dans lequel le code lisible par ordinateur configuré
pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur informatique génère un avis de connaissance de situation d’aéroport en vol
(20, 24) comprend en outre un code lisible par ordinateur configuré pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur informatique
supprime l’avis de connaissance de situation d’aéroport en vol pour des hauteurs au-�dessus de la piste (208, 306,
308) supérieures à une hauteur sélectionnée au- �dessus de la piste.

9. Produit de programme informatique selon la revendication 7, dans lequel le code lisible par ordinateur configuré
pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur informatique génère un avis de connaissance de situation d’aéroport en vol
(20, 24) comprend en outre un code lisible par ordinateur configuré pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur informatique
supprime l’avis de connaissance de situation d’aéroport pour des hauteurs au-�dessus de la piste (208, 306, 308)
comprises dans une plage sélectionnée (SHAUT-SBAS) de hauteurs au-�dessus de la piste.

10. Produit de programme informatique selon la revendication 7, dans lequel le code lisible par ordinateur configuré
pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur informatique génère un avis de connaissance de situation d’aéroport en vol
(20, 24) comprend en outre un code lisible par ordinateur configuré pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur informatique
supprime l’avis de connaissance de situation d’aéroport en vol après une première génération de l’avis de connais-
sance de situation d’aéroport en vol.

11. Produit de programme informatique selon la revendication 7, dans lequel l’avis de connaissance de situation d’aé-
roport en vol (20, 24) comprend en outre une information d’identification de la piste (208, 306, 308).

12. Produit de programme informatique selon la revendication 7, dans lequel :�

l’information d’étude de piste comprend en outre un point limite de piste (EP1, EP2) ; et
le code lisible par ordinateur configuré pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur informatique génère un avis de
connaissance de situation d’aéroport en vol (20, 24) comprend en outre un code lisible par ordinateur configuré
pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur informatique :�

détermine la position actualisée (414) de l’aéronef par rapport au point limite de piste ;
calcule une longueur de piste (LENGTH) utilisable pour l’atterrissage ; et
génère un avis de la longueur de la piste utilisable pour l’atterrissage.

13. Produit de programme informatique selon la revendication 12, dans lequel le code lisible par ordinateur configuré
pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur informatique génère un avis (20, 24) de la longueur de piste (LENGTH) utilisable
pour l’atterrissage comprend en outre un code lisible par ordinateur configuré pour faire en sorte qu’un processeur
informatique génère l’avis en fonction d’une longueur de piste nominale sélectionnée pour une catégorie d’aéronef
sélectionnée.

14. Produit de programme informatique selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre un processeur informatique (10)
couplé pour accéder au code lisible par ordinateur et structuré pour exécuter le code.

15. Appareil d’avis de connaissance de piste pour aéronef (102, 206) comprenant :�

une base de données (16) de données d’étude de piste ;
un processeur (10) structuré pour recevoir, � pendant que l’aéronef est au sol, des échantillons d’un ou de
plusieurs signaux déclarant des données paramétriques d’état de l’aéronef qui comportent une vitesse sol (410)
et un cap actuel (412) et pour recouvrer des données d’étude de piste correspondant à chacune d’une pluralité
de pistes (208, 306, 308) à partir de la base de données : et
un ou plusieurs algorithmes exécutables par le processeur pour :�
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construire une pluralité d’enveloppes entourant chacune une piste individuelle en fonction des données
d’étude de piste, de la vitesse sol actuelle de l’aéronef et du cap actuel de l’aéronef ; et
générer, en fonction d’une ou de plusieurs des données paramétriques d’état de l’aéronef, des données
d’étude de piste recouvrées et des enveloppes construites, l’un d’une pluralité de différents avis de con-
naissance de piste (20, 24).

16. Appareil selon la revendication 15, dans lequel les algorithmes exécutables par le processeur (10) comprennent
en outre des algorithmes résidents sur le processeur.

17. Appareil selon la revendication 15, dans lequel les algorithmes exécutables par le processeur (10) comprennent
en outre des algorithmes pour recouvrer de la base de données (16) des données d’étude de piste décrivant une
ou plusieurs pistes différentes (208, 306, 308) en fonction d’une position actuelle (414) d’un aéronef sur lequel est
installé le processeur.

18. Appareil selon la revendication 15, dans lequel les algorithmes exécutables par le processeur (10) pour construire
des enveloppes (32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 80) entourant chaque piste individuelle (208, 306, 308) comprennent en
outre des algorithmes pour construire les enveloppes comme ayant une limite d’extension verticale à hauteur au-
dessus de la piste maximum (UP).

19. Appareil selon la revendication 15, dans lequel les algorithmes exécutables par le processeur (10) pour générer
l’un d’une pluralité d’avis de connaissance de piste différents (20, 24) comprennent en outre des algorithmes exé-
cutables par le processeur pour générer un avis de connaissance de piste représentatif d’un décollage imminent
depuis une piste de roulement (304) selon que :�

une vitesse sol actuelle (410) de l’aéronef est supérieure à une vitesse sol seuil ; et l’un des faits suivants :�

une position actuelle (414) de l’aéronef n’est pas comprise dans les limites d’une enveloppe (32, 34, 36,
38, 40, 42, 80) entourant une piste individuelle (208, 306, 308) ; et
un cap actuel (412) de l’aéronef est décalé par plus d’une limite angulaire sélectionnée d’une piste corres-
pondant à une enveloppe contenant la position actuelle de l’aéronef.

20. Appareil selon la revendication 15, dans lequel les algorithmes exécutables par le processeur (10) comprennent
en outre des algorithmes pour sélectionner l’une des pistes (208, 306, 308) en fonction d’une position actuelle (414)
de l’aéronef (102, 206) contenue dans une enveloppe (32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 80) entourant la piste.

21. Appareil selon la revendication 15, dans lequel les algorithmes pour construire des enveloppes (32, 34, 36, 38, 40,
42, 80) entourant chaque piste individuelle (208, 306, 308) comprennent en outre des algorithmes pour construire
chaque enveloppe avec une extension en forme d’éventail (200) projetée depuis une extrémité de la piste.

22. Appareil selon la revendication 15, dans lequel les algorithmes exécutables par le processeur (10) pour générer
l’un d’une pluralité d’avis de connaissance de piste différents (20, 24) comprennent en outre des algorithmes pour
générer l’un des avis de connaissance de piste en fonction d’une orientation d’un cap actuel (412) de l’aéronef (102,
206) par rapport à la piste sélectionnée (208, 306, 308).

23. Appareil selon la revendication 22, dans lequel les algorithmes exécutables par le processeur (10) comprennent
en outre des algorithmes pour supprimer la génération d’un avis de connaissance de piste (20, 24) quand la position
(414), le cap (412) et la vitesse sol (410) actuels combinés de l’aéronef indiquent que l’aéronef se trouve actuellement
en phase de décollage.
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